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Stiction Prevention in MEMS Structures After Wet Treatment by Optimized 
Drying Techniques 
Pooya Laamerad 
      The demand driven by applications of MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems), calls for 
smaller devices, which are produced in various shapes and geometries. This imposes significant 
strain on the fabrication procedure, often resulting in elevated costs. As one of the main 
fabrication techniques, wet etching is an attractive alternative to dry etching because of its low 
cost. However, in this method, for etching and/or cleaning of wafers, we use liquid chemicals, 
which may result in stiction of suspended structures. Thus, the drying process is being an 
essential step in wet processing. If we do not have a proper technique to evaporate liquid inside 
structures, stiction would be unavoidable and may cause failure in fabricated devices. Low 
Consumption IPA (IsoPropyl Alcohol) dryer (LuCID) is an innovative and fully automated 
drying tool. LuCID is a Marangoni style dryer that uses IPA to vaporize water on wafer surface 
and in cavities of the fabricated microdevices, followed by drying with heated 𝑁". With the 
assistance of Centre de Collaboration MiQro Innovation (C2MI) and Teledyne DALSA 
partnership, a set of test structures was fabricated in view of optimization of the drying 
procedure. These test wafers include ribbons and cantilevers with different sizes to test stiction 
under various conditions. Both surface and bulk micromachining methods were tested with most 
common structural materials, such as Low Stress Nitride (LSN) and In-Situ Doped Polysilicon 
(ISDP) layer. With changing LuCID parameters controlling amount and type of IPA injections 
drying cycle was optimized and the results of this study will be presented in this work. The 
influence of the liquid and solid surface tension on stiction has been investigated in this study. 
Moreover, by using LuCID after wet etching, we show that by adjusting the concentration of IPA 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction and Literature 
Review  
 
1.1 – Introduction   
 
Scientists and engineers realized that reducing the size of electronic devices is necessary to 
improve the performance, functionality, and reliability of electrical device. More recently, the 
size of electrical devices has been decreased to scale of micro/nanometers and billion of them are 
fabricated on a single microchip.   
     Moreover, by improvement the technologies in all areas, the demand to provide mechanical 
structures and devices in smaller scale has increased sharply. This improvement leads us to new 
major trends in technology, referred to as micro- and nano-technology. Micro-Mechanical and 
Micro-Electrical devices are the key components in wide range of products such as sensors, 
measurement devices, medical applications, etc.. In addition, micro- and nano-technology is 
leading to great innovation in information and computer technologies, medicine, health and 
environment, power and energy systems, and transportation [1]. 
     Semiconductor materials, such as silicon, play important roles for fabricating and 
manufacturing micro and nanostructures. Efforts are made to improve the manufacturing 
processes and equipment to miniaturize the scale of components and products. Taking to 
consideration the sensitivity of micro and nanostructures to any type of disturbance, various 
types of machines, devices, and robots are used during manufacturing. Still new and innovative 
ideas, devices and research are needed in micro and nanotechnology to reduce the cost of 
fabrication, improve functionality and increase performance and reliability. One of the 
challenges in fabrication of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) is achieving successful 
release of micro-mechanical suspended structures by using wet chemical etching. To avoid 
stiction of released structures, design and optimization of drying tools is necessary after wet 
etching. One of the innovative tools used for drying micro devices is Low Consumption IPA 
Dryer (LuCID). In this work we have concentrated to investigate the benefits of LuCID 
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compared to other drying techniques. The aim of this study is to enhance the performance of this 
technique and its application in MEMS fabrication technology. 
 
1.2 – MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems)           
 
 
      Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) fabrication technology is technology of making 
small devices or systems in micrometers scale. It is the integration of elements of mechanical and 
electrical structures (e.g. sensors, actuators, and electronic circuits) on a substrate using 
microfabrication and micromachining processes technology. The microfabrication technology 
provides tools for batch processing of MEMS eliminating the need for discrete component 
assembly. Due to the multidisciplinary technology of MEMS, it has applications in many fields, 
including defence, aerospace, automotive, biomedical, and communication industries.  
     MEMS are widely used in many branches of electrical engineering. The progress of MEMS 
technology is very dependent on the development of mechanical actuating elements that are 
compatible with materials as well as processing technology. There are mainly two techniques 
used in industries to fabricate MEMS called bulk micromachining and surface micromachining.  
     Bulk micromachining is a popular silicon micromachining technology that is used to fabricate 
majority of commercial devices such as pressure sensors, micro valves, and accelerometers. The 
key factors in this technology are etching of a substrate using suitable etchants with specific 
selectivity properties. The etching could be done by bombarding the substrate with accelerated 
particles, it is called dry etching, or by dissolving the substrate in appropriate chemicals, it is 
called wet etching.  
     Surface micromachining is done by depositing structural thin films on top of sacrificial layers 
on the substrate (this could be done using standard CMOS technology) and then releasing the 
mechanical systems by etching said sacrificial layers. Usually, this is done using the wet etching.   
Wet etching is more popular due to its low cost and variety of chemical etchants. In many 
applications, various types of elements, e.g. cantilevers beams, membranes, used in MEMS, 
could be produced using either bulk or surface micromachining [2]. 
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      One of the steps in post processing in any MEMS technology, particularly after etching, is 
cleaning of the substrates with these structures. The cleaning step is designed to clean the surface 
of the structures and remove any contaminants from the surface and the spaces between 
suspended elements and the substrate, e.g. space between cantilevers and the substrate. Chemical 
clean is always followed by the rinse using DI water. Drying the devices, and removing water 
trapped between various layers of the structure is problematic due to the stiction or static 
frictions between the moving elements and substrate. It is essential to optimize the techniques to 
remove the water without damage to suspended structures. In order to understand the effect of 
stiction on MEMS processes, we first introduce the types and the reasons of stiction.  
 
1.3 – Stiction    
 
     Failure of MEMS structures due to adhesion of contacting surfaces is a well-known issue. 
After etching and cleaning by means of wet etching, water droplets between two solid plates 
cause stiction [3]. In this section, we discuss the most important adhesive forces that operate 
between the surfaces. When the two surfaces are in vacuum or in air, the main interaction 
between them is the attractive van der Waals force [4]. However, when the surfaces, are entirely 
in liquid, the force between the surfaces is much more complex from that in vacuum or air. The 
van der Waals attraction is reduced, overshadowed by the other forces [4]. When water fills the 
area between the two surfaces, four interaction forces are present and could be described as 
follows: 
  
1. Capillary Force: The main force that is responsible for adhesion between layers is. 
Capillary force is caused by the difference between the outside and the inside pressure of 
a water droplet. When a droplet is between two layers, the inside pressure of water 
droplet is lower than the outside pressure. This difference in pressures produces an 
attraction force between the surfaces, and as a result, stiction occurs between the layers 
[3]. The difference of pressure depends on the surface area of the wetted surface and the 
surface tension of the liquid-air interface. Therefore, the capillary force is related to the 





                            (1) 
 
Where A is the area of wetted surface, PQR is the surface tension of the liquid-air 
interface, ST is the contact angle between liquid and solid, and D is the gap between two 




Figure 1. 1 A thin layer of liquid between two plates. UV;is the contact angle between liquid and solid in air. A is the 
wetted surface area and D is the gap between the layers [3]. 
The value of the contact angle is very important for capillary force. The contact angle 
depends on the surface tension of the solid-air WPXRY, the surface tension of the solid-
liquid WPXQY and the surface tension of the liquid-air WPQRY.  The following equation shows 
the relation of contact angle and surface tension [5]: 
 
PXR 7 ;PXQ Z;PQR BCD ST ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;[ \ ST \ ];;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;W>Y 
 
If the surface tension between substrate and air is smaller than the total surface tension of 
liquid-air and substrate-liquid, then the contact angle is larger than 0°[3]. In this situation 







Figure 1. 2 When the contact angle is not zero (0<𝛉𝐜<90), liquid makes a bridge between two solids, but it does not spread [3]. 
 
However, if the surface tension between substrate and air is bigger than the total surface 
tension of water-air and substrate-liquid, the contact angle becomes 0° and liquid spreads 
between layers and forms a thin water film at the surface of each substrate [3]. Figure 1.3 
illustrates this situation.  
 
 
Figure 1. 3 When the contact angle is zero (𝛉𝐜= 0), Liquid makes a bridge between two solids, and spreads between layer [3]. 
 
The adhesion force when water spreads and covers the entire layer between two solids is 
higher than the adhesion when water does not spread [4]. In hydrophilic layers water 
spreads between layers and make a bridge across the layers. But even when the layers are 
hydrophobic, because the molecules of water are highly polar, the molecules of water at 
the meniscus turn over on the layers and spread along the layer [4].  
2. Electrostatic Force: Water is highly polar liquid and when water is in contact with any 
surface, it creates the surface charge by detachment of ions from the surface [4]. This 
surface charge makes an adhesion force between layers, which is called electrostatic 
force.  
3. In hydrophilic silicon surfaces, the hydrogen atoms of water trapped between silicon 
layers develop bonds between water’s molecules. The silicon surfaces get hydrated and 
stick to each other [5]. This causes a small adhesion force in very thin structures [3], [5].  
4. The other type of stiction occurs when water moves between layers. For example, when a 
wafer is submerged in water, water moves into the structures. Electron from water’s 
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surface is transferred to the surface of silicon and causes electrical double layer at the 
surface of silicon [3]. The electrical layer that is produced between layers as a result of 
rubbing them on each other is a simpler and more familiar example for this situation. 
However, this electrical force is not able to make a permanent stiction, since the non-
equilibrium charging will vanish after a while [3]. 
 
     On the other hand, when the surfaces are dry, there are no ions or dipoles on the surfaces. The 
only attraction is just an interaction between atoms or molecules of each surface [4]. Therefore, 
instead of electrostatic force, van der Waals force is dominant.  
The equation for the van der Waals force for two dry surfaces comes from the Lifshitz theory [4]. 
The equation is: 𝑣𝑎𝑛	𝑑𝑒𝑟	𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑠	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 	 −𝐴m6𝜋𝐷0 																														(3) 
 
AH is Hamaker constant and depends on chemical structure of a surface [5]. D is the distance 
between two surfaces. 
     All these adhesion forces cause stiction. Various methods are used to reduce the stiction 
between layers. Injecting, dissolving, or spraying another liquid in water to reduce the surface 
tension of water is one of the methods to avoid stiction in wet situation. In this method, normally, 
IPA  (Isopropyl Alcohol) is used to reduce the surface tension of water. In the following section 
the advantage of IPA will be discussed. 
 
1.4 – IPA  
 
       Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) with the chemical formula of C3 H8 O is a colorless flammable 
compound. To avoid stiction, drying wafer is essential after wet etching and wet cleaning. There 
are several techniques for drying wafers, and using IPA is very common in most of these 
techniques. There are various reasons for the usage of IPA in MEMS. 
     The first advantage of using IPA is to reduce the surface tension of water. So it is necessary to 
find the relationship between the concentration of IPA and the surface tension of water. 
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According to the research that has been done by Jin-Goo Park et al., as shown in Figure 1.4, the 




Figure 1. 4 Relation between surface tension of water and IPA concentration. By increasing the concentration of IPA in water, 
the surface tension decreases [6]. 
 
 
     Also IPA is very soluble in water. On the other hand, dissolving IPA in water increases 
adhesion force between particles and a silicon wafer. In the research of Jin-Goo Park et al., pure 
IPA is mixed with DI water in order to examine the adhesion force between silica particles and 
the silicon (Si) surface. Figure 1.5 shows their result. In this graph we may observe that by 
increasing the concentration of IPA in DI water, the adhesion force between silica particles and 

















Figure 1. 5 The adhesion force of silica particles and Si wafer with respect to the concentration of IPA. By increasing the 
concentration of IPA in DI water, the adhesion force between silica particles and the silicon surface also increases [6]. 
 
     The above studies show that having IPA with higher concentration could reduce the surface 
tension of water. However, we should use IPA with lower concentration to avoid adhesion and 
reduce the electro-static interaction between particles and silicon wafer in a water-IPA solution. 
It means that it is necessary to find the specific value of IPA concentration to reduce the surface 
tension of water as well as to avoid any type of adhesion. 
In addition, using IPA has another advantage. Introduction of IPA to DI wafer creates Marangoni 
effect, which will be described in the next section. 
1.5 - The Marangoni Effect: 
 
 
      Marangoni effect happens when the surface tension of two phases (liquid-liquid) is different. 
There are two ways to change the surface tension of water. The first one is dissolving another 
liquid at the surface of water and the second one is changing the temperature of water at its 
interface with air [7]. When the Marangoni effect is only caused by the difference in surface 
tension, it is referred to as solute capillary effect, and when it is caused by difference in the 
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temperature, it is called thermo-capillary effect [8]. In this thesis, we focus on the Marangoni 
effect caused by the surface tension gradient. To obtain the surface tension gradient dissolving or 
spraying a liquid with lower surface tension such as IPA at the surface of water is a well-known 
method [7].  
     To understand Marangoni effect, first we need to define the capillary length. As mentioned 
earlier, capillary force makes the water droplet stick to the surface of wafer. When there is a 
water droplet on the surface of a wafer, the capillary force is dominant as long as the weight of 
water droplet is very small (the gravity force is very small). In other words, if the diameter of 
water droplet is smaller than the so-called Capillary Length (Lc), the capillary force will remain 
the dominant force and the droplet will stick to the surface. However, if the diameter of water 
droplet is larger than Lc, the gravity force will be stronger than the capillary force. In this case, 
the gravity will force the droplet to fall down [9]. Lc or the capillary length is given by the 
following equation: 
 𝐿T = 	 𝜎/(𝜌𝑔)                          (4) 
 
where 𝜎 is the surface tension in N/m, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, and g is the acceleration of 
gravity. Lc for water is around 2.5 mm [10].  
     As an example, consider the case when after wet etching and cleaning, wafer is vertically 
submerged in the water tank and IPA from top of the water is vaporized at the surface of water. 
So at the surface of water there is a thin layer of IPA that spreads evenly. After that, the water is 
slowly drained out of the tank. This process creates a meniscus on the surface of wafer; see 
illustration in figure 1.6. IPA evaporates faster than water. When the IPA evaporates from the 
surface of water, the replacement is less probable at the meniscus in comparison with the area 
away from the wafer surface and meniscus identified in the Fig. 1.6(2) as area with the lower 
surface tension. Therefore, the concentration of IPA at the middle of the tank (the surface 
identified as lower surface tension area) is higher than the concentration of IPA at the meniscus; 
see illustration in figure 1.6(2), in the middle the surface tension is higher than the meniscus. A 
gradient of surface tension is produced as a result of the IPA evaporation and replacement rate. 
Because of this gradient, the surface tension at the meniscus would be higher than the surface 
tension at the middle of the tank. Since liquid prefers to flow from a surface with lower surface 
,7!
tension to the one with higher surface tension, a flow of liquid occurs. This flow is called the 
Marangoni Flow and the whole process is called Marangoni effect. Figure 1.6 shows the process 
of Marangoni flow.  
Figure 1. 6 The process of Marangoni flow. 1) A thin layer of IPA exists at the surface of water. The surface tension of water is 
decreased when an alcohol, such as IPA, is solved in or sprayed on the surface of the water. When water is rinsed down inside the 
tank, it makes a meniscus with the surface of the wafer. 2) When the IPA evaporates from the surface of the water, the rate of the
replacement of IPA molecules at the meniscus is less than the one at the middle of the tank (lower surface tension area). 
Therefore, liquid moves from the surface with higher concentration of alcohol (lower surface tension area) to the surface with 
lower concentration of alcohol (higher surface tension area), shown as Marangoni flow. 3) Molecules of water tend to move to 
the top of the meniscus. As a result, a droplet of water is created. The droplet of water becomes larger until the gravity dominates 
and forces the droplet to fall down. 
Because of Marangoni flow, water at top of the meniscus (higher surface tension) absorbs 
more water than the surface with lower surface tension and produces a droplet of water. The 
droplet of water becomes larger until gravity dominates and forces the droplet to fall down. This 
is the advantage of Marangoni effect. By gradient of surface tension, droplet of water absorbs 
surrounding water and eliminates watermarks on the substrate surface (removing watermarks 
from the surface of wafer is necessary to avoid any further failures). 
As a conclusion, IPA is solvable in water, reduces the surface tension of water, and by creating 
Marangoni effect removes the water droplets on the surface of wafer after rinsing. Because of 
these properties, IPA is very popular for drying technique. There are various types of drying 
techniques and equipments exist to remove water from the surface of a wafer, and in most of 

















Droplet of water 
is being created. 






1.6 - Drying Techniques  
 
 
      Drying is essential in wet etching and cleaning processes. In wet etching and cleaning, 
chemical substances are used widely. Therefore, it is necessary to submerge and rinse a wafer in 
Deionized Water (DI water) after each chemical treatment.  
      However, after a wafer is taken out of the rinse tank, water remains in cavities or between the 
thin layers and membranes. This is one of the main reasons of stiction and failure in MEMS 
structures. Thus, drying is essential to reduce failures in MEMS. In this section three types of 
drying techniques will be introduced. 
 
1.6.1 – Spin Dryer 
 
     One of the drying techniques used in microfabrication after wet etching is spin-drying. The 
wafer is placed on a plate inside a chamber. Normally, there is one or more holders to secure a 
plate, which keeps a sample wafer and these holders are connected to a rotor [11]. The rotor 
spins the secured wafer and the water droplets, present on the surface of wafer, are removed by 
centrifugal forces [11].  
     One of the main issues of this type of drying is a watermark. Usually, after drying wafers with 
this technique, a lot of watermarks remain on the surface of wafer [12]. The watermarks 
remaining after the drying by spin dryer are very critical for fabrication [13].  
Furthermore, because of high speed of spin dryer there is a high chance of mechanical structures 
damage. With the current trends in the industry, the dimensions of structures are decreased to 
micro and nano sizes. So, the spinning during the drying process increases the probability of 
failure [13]. 
     The main advantage of this technique is its low capital cost; however, as it was mentioned 
above, remaining watermarks are the main problem of this technique [13]. Besides, its 
mechanical handling is increasing the chance of damage to the devices on the wafer [13]. In 
general, this dryer is suitable only for low-tech MEMS structures. 
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1.6.2 – IPA Dryer 
 
     The other technique for drying is the Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA) Vapor Dryer technique. After 
wet etching or wet cleaning, the wetted wafer is placed in isopropyl alcohol zone (the red zone in 
Figure 1.7) [14] [15]. To make a sufficient amount of IPA’s vapor, IPA liquid is heated at the 
bottom of the dryer’s tank, and to maintain the amount of IPA as a vapor, electric heating panels 
are placed around the tank [15]. Normally, to prevent any contingence between heating facilities 
and IPA liquid, water-glycol is used to reduce the risk of fire [16]. 
      At the bottom of the tank, IPA covers the wetted surface. Then, the wafers are moved to a 
cooler place which is normally located at the upper side of the inner tank to dry the whole 
substrate’s surface [15]. In the topside of the tank (cooler side), liquid IPA is evaporated from the 
surface of wafer and it cleans the wafer as a result. IPA vapor dryer can be used as a stand-alone 
or in a row of tanks in any wet benches. Figure 1.7 shows the inner structure of IPA vapor dryer. 
 
 
Figure 1.7 The IPA Vapor Dryer. At the bottom of the tank (red part), IPA is vaporized by heating facilities, and covers the 
wafer. Then, the wafer is covered with IPA and then is moved to the top of the tank (blue part). The blue part is a cooler part, and 
vapor IPA is changed to liquid IPA. The liquid IPA washes the surface and eliminates the remaining water [16]. 
 
     The most important part in this device is the inner tank. The inner tank has to be designed for 
both hot and cold locations. Furthermore, this tank has to be made of stainless steel to reduce the 
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amount of contaminants that could be transferred from the inner tank to the surface of wafer 
especially at the hot part of the tank [15]. Finally, keeping the vapor concentration constant is 
very important in IPA vapor dryer. Besides, cooling system has to react quickly to dry the 
surface [15].  
     The first advantage of IPA dryer is its gentle wafer handling. The fact that it is also adoptable 
with all types of wet benches makes the IPA dryer a very promising technique. The results of 
drying with IPA dryer is much better than the ones with spin dryer [13]. However, the IPA dryer 
also has some disadvantages. One disadvantage is that the IPA dryer is significantly more 
expensive than the spin dryer. In addition, the IPA dryer increases the cost of manufacturing by 
consuming a large volume of IPA, as well as the drying process takes very long time [13]. In 
addition, the fire hazard and necessary safety procedures are considered as other disadvantages 
of IPA dryer.    
 
1.6.3 – Marangoni Style Dryer  
 
      All Marangoni style dryers rely on mass transfer when the surface tension is different 
between two liquids [17]. Normally, IPA is used to make a gradient surface tension at the surface 
of water. Marangoni style dryer consists of an inner tank, containing the water and the outer tank 
with the lid. At first, wafer is submerged vertically in the inner tank, filled with DI water. The 
lid, containing nozzles for IPA injection on the surface of water, is closed. Holes at the bottom of 
the inner tank are designed to let the water flow out of the tank while the IPA is injected. IPA 
injections keep a sufficient layer of IPA at the top of water’s surface during the time that water 
drains. When IPA is sprayed on top of the water surface, two fluids with different surface 
tensions are created at their interface (water and IPA). IPA can reduce the surface tension of 
water and make a surface tension gradient. As a result, Marangoni effect occurs since IPA 
evaporates faster than water. The process of drying a wafer was already described in the 
Marangoni Effect section.  
      This type of dryer has various names, such as Marangoni Dryer, Surface Tension Gradient 
Dryer (STG Dryer), Gradient Tension Dryer, and Low Consumption IPA Dryer (LuCID Dryer). 
In this study, LuCID Dryer, shown in Figure 1.8, is used as a type of Marangoni Style Dryer. In 
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Figure 1. 8 Low Consumption Isopropyl alcohol Dryer (LuCID) 
1.7 – Features and Benefits of LuCID Dryer 
 
 
      Low Consumption IPA Dryer (LuCID) is an innovative device for drying after wet etching 
and wet cleaning in MEMS manufacturing. As described earlier, this device uses Marangoni 
style drying to dry wafers. Before the drying sequence starts, an etched wafer is placed inside the 
rinse tank and after rinse cycle is complete, it is transferred into the LuCID Dryer. 
      LuCID consists of an inner tank, which is filled with DI water. Each time, before using 
LuCID the inner tank is filled with fresh DI water. At the bottom of LuCID Dryer, there are slow 
drain valves that are responsible for extracting water from the tank.  
     After wafer is submerged in the inner tank, the tank’s lid is closed and the injection of IPA 
begins. The IPA injection nozzles are located on this lid. Water slowly drains inside the tank 
while the IPA is sprayed on the surface of water. Figure 1.9 illustrates all these sequences 
together.  
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     Once, tank is completely drained, the IPA injection is stopped. In the final step, hot nitrogen 
is blown from the separate set of nozzles on the lid down to the wafer to complete the drying 
sequence and to evaporate any remaining liquid.  
     LuCID Dryer introduces a new way of using IPA for drying wafers and to remove the 
watermarks with Marangoni effect. This device is more effective than all other devices to 
remove watermarks. The results of spin drying show that the size of watermarks on wafers is 
around ten micron, however, the size of the remaining watermarks decrease to less than 1 micron 
when Marangoni style dryer is used [14]. In addition, in this technique, the risk of damage on the 
surface of wafer decreases since there is no movement during drying process. The other 
advantage of this drying method is that there is no mechanical stress on the substrate [14]. 
 
 
Figure 1. 9 The figure shows the schematic of LuCID. Wafer is submerged in the water. Then water rinses down from the drain 
valve at the bottom of the tank. During the rinse time, IPA is injected from the tank lid. After all IPA injections finish and all 
water extract from the tank, hot nitrogen flows to dry a wafer completely [18]. 
 
 
     All Marangoni style dryers, such as LuCID Dryer, use IPA as the solvent in their devices. The 
complete miscibility of water with IPA makes perfect solution of water and IPA at the surface to 
have Marangoni effect [14]. However, the miscibility depends on the concentration of IPA. To 
have a better Marangoni effect at the surface, we need a uniformly mixture of IPA and water at 
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the surface of water. J.G. Park et al. have done a study on the surface excess of IPA at the air-
water interface [6]. They define the surface excess as the difference between the amount of a 
component actually present in the system and that, which would be present in a reference system 
[19]. As an example, after IPA is vaporized on the surface of water, in the idealized situation, 
there would be one layer of uniformly mixed IPA and water mixture at the water/air interface. 
Therefore, there would be no surface excess [20]. In reality, there would be a non-uniformly 
spread layer of IPA/water mixture at the wafer/air interface [20]. Therefore, we have surface 
excess.  
      In drying process, it is desirable to have a lower value of surface excess to be able to have an 
equal amount of IPA and water molecules at the interface of these liquids. Figure 1.10 shows the 




Figure 1. 10 Surface excess as a function of IPA’s concentration. The lowest amount of surface excess occurs when the 
concentration of IPA is lower than ~ 5 percent [6]. 
 
      As illustrated in Figure 1.10, the highest surface excess occurs when the concentration of IPA 
is around 20 percent. By decreasing the concentration, the value of surface excess declines as 
well. The lowest amount of surface excess occurs when the concentration of IPA is lower than 
~5 percent [6]. This is another reason to show that using a low concentration of IPA during the 
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drying process will provide complete mixture of IPA and water at the surface with low surface 
excess.  
      The concentration of IPA has direct effect on the absorption of contaminants. Figure 1.11 
shows the magnitude of silica contaminants with respect to the concentration of IPA. 
 
 
Figure 1. 11 Number of absorbed contaminants in respect to the concentration of IPA. The lowest number of absorbed 
contaminants occurs when the concentration of IPA is between 5 and 10 percent [6]. 
 
 
      When the concentration of IPA is between 5 and 10 percent (also the surface excess is at the 
lowest range according to Figure 1.10) the number of absorbed contaminants is the lowest as 
well [6]. Figure 1.12 compares the concentration of metal contaminants at the surface of a wafer 









Table 1. 1 Comparison of surface contaminants before and after drying with Marangoni style dryer [17]. The figure shows the 
various types of metals. The number of atoms at the surface of wafer was measured before using Marangoni style dryer. Then the 
figure compares the number of atoms after cleaning and drying wafer with Marangoni style dryer. 
Element Spec Limit Dryer Results 
Al 50 6.3 
Mg 5 2.9 
Ca 40 18.7 
K 5 0.1 
Na 20 14.9 
Cu 2 1.7 
Fe 5 1.4 
Ni 3 0.6 
Zn 3 0.7 
Cr 2 0.05 
 
Selected Metal Contamination 
VPD-ICP-MS Analysis 




      In Table 1.1 the left column of the table illustrates the type of contaminants, the middle 
column shows the number of contaminants’ particles per square centimeter on the surface before 
drying, and the right column contains the number of contaminants’ particles per square 
centimetre on the surface after drying with IPA. Table 1.1 shows that IPA dryer can assist in 
removing contaminants from the surface of wafer after dying and reduce the amount of 
contaminants [17]. 
     In summary, these works suggest that IPA with lower concentration is required to get better 
drying result when IPA is used for drying. This is the main reason that low consumption of IPA 






1.8 - Experimental work on Stiction 
 
     In the work that was done by C. H. Mastrangelo and C. H. Hsu, they calculated the final free 
and pinned state of cantilevers after wet etching. They divided the stiction process into two 
stages. The first stage happens by the capillary force, which is caused by a liquid, trapped 
between the surface of substrate and the released layer. This type of deflection is developed 
during the rinse-dry circle and is called collapse [21]. The magnitude of these forces is in some 
cases (depends on the physical properties of released structures) sufficient to deform and pin the 
released structures to the substrate. Collapse depends on liquid surface tension and the contact 
angle (𝛾Q cos 𝜃). The second stage is the intersolid adhesion of the layer and the substrate [21]. If 
this intersolid adhesion is smaller than the deflection force of the cantilever, the cantilever will 
return, peel back, to its original suspended state [6]. Therefore, this stage is dependant on the 
solid surface tension (𝛾X). Hence, stiction can be defined with two phenomena: the collapse and 
the intersolid adhesion [21] [22].  
     C. H. Mastrangelo and C. H. Hsu have found the theoretical equation for both mechanisms for 
cantilevers. To separate the suspended structures pinned to the substrate and peeled back states, 
they have defined two quantities for both types of adhesions. NEC (elastocapillary number) is a 
criterion for the collapse type of adhesion. NEC determines the boundary if the capillary pull is 
sufficient to reach contact with the substrate. Np (peel number) is a criterion for the intersolid 
adhesion [21][23]. NP determines the boundary if the intersolid adhesion can pin the cantilevers 
to the substrate.  If NEC and Np > 1 the cantilever peels completely. In addition, when NEC and Np 
< 1 the cantilever is pinned to the substrate [21][23][22]. NEC and NP are introduced as illustrated 
in the equation below: 
 𝑁uv = 	 2𝐸ℎ"𝑡09𝛾Q cos 𝜃T𝑙-(1 + 𝑡𝑤)																																				(5) 
 𝑁{ = 	3𝐸ℎ"𝑡08𝛾X𝑙- 																																		(6) 
 
where 𝐸 is the Elastic (Young) modulus of a cantilever,  𝛾Q is the liquid surface tension, 𝜃T is the 
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liquid-air contact angle, 𝑙 is the cantilever length, 𝑡 is the thickness  of the cantilever, 𝑤 is the 
width  of the cantilever, ℎ is the space  between a cantilever and its substrate and 𝛾X is the solid 
surface tension. 
  To avoid stiction, we need to find the critical cantilever’s length, i.e. the maximum length after 
which the cantilever is  pinned to the surface.  This critical length is caled  detachment length. 
When NEC and NP are equal to one, the cantilever length reaches the detachment length [22]. 
 
When 






= 	 𝐿~																(7) 
 
and 
	𝑁{= 1	 → 𝑙 = 	 3𝐸8𝛾X
)/-
ℎ"𝑡0)/-= 	 𝐿~																											(8) 
 
 Ä&()*Å/Ç
)/-and ℎ"𝑡0)/- depend  on the characteristic  of cantilevers.  By  ploting the  observed 
value of 𝐿~ as a function of Ä
&Å(
)*Å/Ç
)/-and ℎ"𝑡0)/-, we are able to find the value of 𝛾Qcos𝜃T 
and 𝛾X.  
   In addition, in the work that has been done by C. H. Mastrangelo and C. H. Hsu, they tried to 
release cantilevers in various lengths, gaps and widths with Polysilicon layer as a structural layer. 
To release these structures they used HF so the surface would be hydrophobic. The rinse liquid 
was water. They ploted the detachment length of cantilevers beams for hydrophobic samples as 
a function of the parameters Ä&Å()*Å/Ç




                                  (a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 1. 12 plot of the detachment length, Ld, a) versus 𝒉𝟐𝒕𝟑𝟏*𝒕/𝒘 𝟏/𝟒and b) versus 𝒉𝟐𝒕𝟑 𝟏/𝟒 [23]. 
 
     Both plots prove that the equation works perfectly when the last liquid during the drying 
process is water. By plotting the detachment length versus Ä&Å()*Å/Ç )/-and ℎ"𝑡0 )/- the slope of 
the plot introduces the value of "uäIJ $L3 MN )/-and 0uãIå )/-. Hence the value of 𝛾Q cos 𝜃T  and 𝛾X 
from the slope is extracted. Fitted 𝛾X values of 100±60 mJm-2 was found for hydrophobic 
samples [23]. 
   
     In the other work, done by O. Raccurt et al. they did exactly the same process but this time 
they rinsed cantilevers in three different liquids, DI Water, IPA, and Pentane. When the last 
liquid for rinsing was water, their plot was fitted with the theoretical equation. Furthermore, for 
IPA and Pentane, the slope of the plot increased. Therefore, the value of (𝛾Q cos 𝜃) decreased as 




Figure 1. 13 Experimental liquid surface tension 𝜸𝒍, calculated for DI Water, IPA and Pentane in comparison with the theoretical 
liquid surface tension [22] 
 
     However, theoretically the value of the 𝛾X has to be constant for various liquids. Because 
according to the equation 6, Np does not affected by changing the rinsed liquid.  
     Their experimental result shows that the slope of the plot is different for various liquids. 
Hence, the value of 𝛾X changes for different liquids. The measurement result from experiments 
for 𝛾X	is shown and compared in the Figure 1.15. 
 
Figure 1. 14 Experimental solid surface tension 𝜸𝒔, calculated for DI Water, IPA and Pentane in comparison with the theoretical 
solid surface tension [22] 
 
     We have to mention that all experimental results have been done on pure liquid. However, in 
the industrial environment, it is impossible to use pure IPA for drying process and to the best of 
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our knowledge, no experimental works involving rinse in the mixture of water and IPA has been 
conducted. To investigate the stiction when the last liquid during the drying sequence is the 
mixture of water and IPA, we need to know the liquid surface tension of mixture in different 
concentration of IPA. The next section is dedicated to this discussion. 
1.9 - Liquid surface tension of water + IPA  
 
     For pure water and pure IPA, the value of 𝛾Q is specified. However the surface tension of 
aqueous solution is variable and strongly depends on the concentration of solute and the 
temperature [24]. The table 1.2 shows the surface tension of Water + 2-Propanol (IPA) with 
various concentration for various densities that has been done in two different works: 
 
Table 1. 2 Experimental and theoretical measured surface tension of the mixture of water + 2-propanol in various densities [24]. 
 
     This table shows that by adding just 5% IPA in water, the surface tension of water reduces 
from 72 mJm-2 to 50 mJm-2 at 25℃. This is the main reason of using IPA during the rinse time to 
reduce the surface tension of water. 
      By spraying IPA at the surface of water, IPA reduces the surface tension of water to ease the 
separation of water from the surface of solid. Work of adhesion is an important quantity, which 
represents the work necessary to separate a drop from the solid surface [25][26]. If the contact 
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angle between drop and solid has finite value, the equation below calculates the value of work of 
adhesion [25]: 
 𝑊Hë = 	𝛾Q	 1 + cos 𝜃T 																																(9) 
 
where 𝐴 represents the solid and 𝐵 refers to the liquid. 𝑊Hë is Work of Adhesion, 𝛾Q is the liquid 
surface tension and 𝜃T is the contact angle between the liquid and solid. 
 
1.10  – Motivation 
 
       Marangoni style dryer (LuCID) is considered a novel drying technique among other drying 
methods and there is very limited number of publications about the effects of this device. There 
are some patents on improving the efficiency of this device; however, more study has to be done 
to enhance the effect of this device. 
      Moreover, the effect of IPA on stiction is very important in LuCID. Still a significant amount 
of research is needed to define the effect of IPA on stiction or other types of failure in MEMS 
that is caused by using IPA. It is necessary to realize the outcome of using IPA on both drying 
and stiction at the same time. 
      Finally, there is a possibility of numerous IPA injections in LuCID (up to 10 times). These 
injections are designed to produce different concentrations of IPA at the wafer’s surface. This is 
a good opportunity to check different setups of the LuCID for different substrates or etchants. 
Extensive experimental work is required to find the best setup, with the consideration of number 
of IPA injections and resulting IPA concentration during the drying process. 
 
1.11 – Problem Statement 
 
 
     In this work we have worked on LuCID machine to find out the effects of Marangoni style 
dryer on drying technique. To do this the following preparation was conducted: 
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§ Proper structures fabricated on silicon wafer with the ability to trap sufficient amount of 
water were required to test the effect of IPA on drying. The weight of trapped water must 
be high enough to be detected using a balance with 0.00001 readability. The reliable 
accuracy of the balance is 0.05 mg. Fabricating a test wafer with this ability is necessary 
to be able to compare the effect of LuCID Dryer. 
 
§ Design of the test wafers to check the effect of IPA on stiction during the drying process 
is also required. Finding the best concentration of IPA on the surface of water to dry and 
eliminate watermarks is not enough. It is necessary to detect the best setup by observing 
the best drying result along with the lowest amount of stiction between structures. 
 
§ Finally, it is necessary to make sure that the dryer or IPA will not add any contaminants 
on the substrate. 
 
To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that these elements have been evaluated in 
combination on any Marangoni style dryers.  
1.12 – Organization of Chapters  
 
Chapter 2 presents an overview on Marangoni style dryer (LuCID) and its properties. In 
addition, the performance of this device is explained in details in this chapter.  
 
Chapter 3 illustrates the fabrication of micro ribbons test wafers and cantilevers test wafers. In 
addition, introduces some of the measurement tools that have been used during this work. 
 
Chapter 4 describes the micro ribbons test wafers and the reason of designing these wafers.  
 
Chapter 5 details the experiment, which has been done on micro ribbons test wafer to test the 
effect of IPA on stiction. 
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Chapter 6 explains the reason of designing cantilevers test wafers. Furthermore, cantilevers test 
wafers were used to test the effect of IPA on stiction.   
 
Chapter 7 investigates the deflection, mechanical stability and adhesion of cantilevers. Our 
experimental result is compared with previous works. 
 































Chapter 2 – Low Consumption IPA 
Dryer (LuCID) 
 
2.1 – Aim of the chapter 
 
     This chapter describes the LuCID. The tank and the lid of LuCID Dryer, as well as all 
parameters that are important in each drying recipe and the different type of IPA injections are 
explained individually.  
 
2.2 – Drying process in LuCID Dryer (Akrion-Systems) 
 
 
     Low Consumption IPA Dryer (LuCID) is designed for rinsing wafers in deionized water (DI 
Water) and drying in the same setup. The whole process of drying is controlled by the computer 
and can be incorporated into any programmed process recipe. Drying process in LuCID contains 
six steps. 
1. Pre-cycle process to clean the inner tank before the drying process will begin. 
2. Wafer is submerged in the inner tank, which is filled with water. 
3. Water drains from the inner tank slowly (Slow Drain) and simultaneously IPA is injected 
into the tank from the lid. 
4. Slow draining and IPA injection will finish at the time that all the water will be extracted 
from the inner tank. (At this step Marangoni style drying will finish) 
5. Hot nitrogen will flow into the inner tank to evaporate the remained water on the wafer. 
6. Wafer is taken out of the inner tank. 
 
In the following sections, all steps are described in details.  
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2.2.1 – The drying process   
Before the beginning of the drying process, LuCID will perform the pre-cycle process. In pre-
cycle time, the inner tank is filled with water before a wafer is delivered to the device. There is a 
tube that is responsible for water delivery before each cycle. The inner tank of LuCID is made of 
poly-vinylidene difluoride (PVDF). The capacity of the inner tank is ~50 liters. The device has 
an ability to inject some type of chemicals into the water. In this experiment no chemical liquid 
or gas has been injected into the water. After the inner tank is filled with the water, robot delivers 
the wafer and submerges it in the water (Fig 2.1-a). In the next step the tank lid closed and 
depending on the recipe we can have IPA injections before water drains down (Fig 2.1-b). 
                     
(a)                                                                                    (b) 
    
(c)                                                                        (d) 
Figure 2. 1 The process of drying in LuCID: (a) Wafer is submerged vertically in the tank filled with water. (b) The tank lid 
closes and IPA is injected (IPA injection during the delay time). (c) The slow drain valves open and water goes out slowly. 
During this time, IPA is injected from the lid tank (IPA injection during the drain time). (d) After all water goes out from the 
























     Then water begins to drain, slowly, and IPA is injected from the manifold that is placed in the 
tank lid (Fig 2.1-c). There are two types of holes beneath the inner tank to extract water from the 
inner tank: 
1- Slow Drain  
2- Quick Dump 
     Two valves are responsible for slow drain system. These valves are adjustable valves and are 
used to control the slow drain flow rate. The speed of draining is 1mm/sec and with changing the 
valves’ setup we are able to increase or decrease this rate. For 200 mm wafer the drain time has 
to be around 4 minutes and 20 seconds. It means that it takes 200 seconds for the water to drain 
the equivalent of the distance from the wafer’s top to bottom edges. Plus 30 seconds are needed 
to clear from the tank’s top to top of the wafer and 30 seconds from wafer’s bottom to the tank’s 
bottom. The whole process takes 5 minutes and 20 seconds. Slow drain system is used during 
every drying sequence. During the slow drain time, IPA is being injected. 
     The other type of draining is a quick dump. Two large holes at the base of the inner tank are 
responsible for quick dump. When each drying sequence is finished, wafer is delivered out of 
LuCID and the inner tank again is filled with water. Then the water extracts from the inner tank 
very fast by using the quick dump holes. This process is designed to clean and prepare the inner 
tank for the next use. 
 
2.2.2 – IPA Injection manifold 
 
 
     After a wafer is placed in the inner tank, the lid is closed. As water starts draining, 
simultaneously, the IPA injection occurs. IPA injection manifold is located in the lid of LuCID 
Dryer. The injection system comprises vaporizing tubes and a spray bar. Figure 2.1 shows the 
injection manifold inside the tank’s lid. IPA flows inside the tube with the pressure of nitrogen 
gas and passes through the porous material. This porous material creates IPA vapor. Then, IPA is 




Figure 2. 2 The injection manifold of LuCID Dryer and direction of IPA flow. The blue arrow shows the path that liquid IPA 
must pass to spray into the tank. 
 
     Up to ten IPA injections can happen during each drying process. In the device’s default recipe 
(standard recipe) four injections occur during each drying process. The first injection begins 
exactly at the beginning of the slow drain time (the drain time) and other injections continue 
evenly till the end of the drain time. This type of injection is called injection during the drain 
time. 
     We should note that each IPA injection takes 10 seconds. However, after IPA injection, the 
vaporized IPA needs a time to reach from the tank’s lid to the surface of the water. This timing is 
called Low Flow Time. Low flow time indicates the duration between IPA injections when the 
cloud of vapor IPA is purged into the inner tank with a low flow of nitrogen. Also, during this 





Figure 2. 3 The figure shows the timing of each IPA injection for Standard Recipe. In standard recipe IPA is injected four times 
during the drain time. Each injection takes ten seconds. After each injection for one minute there is no IPA injection. During this 
time the cloud IPA flows down inside the inner tank. 
In Standard recipe for the 1st IPA injection time; IPA is injected for 10 seconds. Then there is 
a low flow time when no injection occurs for 1 minute. During the low flow time the cloud of 
vapor IPA flows down inside the inner tank and covers the air-water interface. After that, the 2nd
injection occurs and all steps repeat again till the fourth low flow time. After the 4th low flow 
time the slow drain time is finished and no more IPA is injected. 
     IPA injection also can happen during a delay time. Delay time delays the opening of the slow 
drain valve and water does not go down. If the delay time is set to 0, the slow drain valve opens 
and the IPA injection begins simultaneously and the drying process begins. If delay time is 
programmed to number of seconds higher than zero, it delays the drain time, and IPA injection 
begins. It means that the slow drain valve stays closed until the delay time expires. This delay 
allows an IPA vapor to build a sufficient density and fills the volume above the DI water in the 































                                            
(a) 1-Time Injection                             (b) 2-Times Injection                              (c) 3-Times Injection 
Figure 2. 4 The figure shows the different type of setup for different recipe. The first row in each column indicates the delay 
time. The delay time delays the drain time, and let to have IPA injection. This delay allows IPA to make a sufficient density at 
the interface of water-air a) Timing of each parameter for the recipe with one time injection during delay time and 4times 
injection during drain time. b) Timing of each parameter for the recipe with 2times injection during delay time and 4times 
injection during drain time. c) Timing of each parameter for the recipe with 3times injection during delay time and 4times 
injection during drain time. 
 
    Figure 2.3 shows three different recipes. In these recipes IPA is injected during delay time. 
The figure illustrates recipes with 1, 2, and 3 times IPA injection during the delay time. In this 
study, we dedicated significant amount of work to these three recipes and compared the results to 
the standard recipe. In all recipes after IPA injection finished, the quick dump valve opens to 
remove the remained DI water in the inner tank.  
     After the Marangoni style drying (IPA injection), a high flow of hot ionized nitrogen gas is 
injected into the tank for 15 minutes. This timing is adjustable and we can vary this time by the 
recipe. The nitrogen gas is delivered to the N2 spray bar that is shown in figure 2.1. The nitrogen 
gas is heated to 145 ℃ (125 ℃ on the wafer surface) to evaporate the remaining water and is 
ionized to neutralize possible static charges on and around wafers. Heated nitrogen process takes 
15 minutes in our recipe. 
 
     The size of the inner tank is 417mm in length × 241mm in width. In each injection 2.5 ml of 
IPA is injected into the tank. The table below shows the chemical properties of IPA at 25°	𝐶. 
..!
Table 2. 1 Chemical properties of IPA. (The value of Diffusion Coefficient at 25E;î) [27]. 
 
In each injection 0.03257mol of IPA is injected, which is equal to 89yt8["" molecule of 
IPA. The IPA spray bar is designed to spray IPA evenly on the surface of water. By measuring 
the surface area of the inner tank we are able to find the number of IPA’s molecule per square 
centimeter at the surface of water after each injection. The surface area of inner tank is 
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Chapter 3 – Test wafers Fabrication and 
Measurement tools 
3.1 – Aim of the chapter 
 
     In this chapter the fabrication of test wafers is first described, then detailed description of the 
metrology equipment used in our work is presented. To determine the height of released 
structures, Nanometrics device (will described later on) was used in this research. Film thickness 
measurements were conducted on N&K Olympian tool (will described later on). Visible range 
automated inspection tool, Rudolph (will described later on), was used to detect and count the 
number of defects in the test wafers. Finally, to analyse the surface chemistry of wafers, X-Ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was used.  
3.2 – Test Wafer and Its Fabrication 
 
For this study two types of test wafers were fabricated: 
1- Micro-Ribbons Wafers 
2- Cantilevers Wafers 
 
3.2.1 – Fabrication of Test Wafer 
 
 
      All test wafers were fabricated on silicon wafers with 200mm diameter. Fig 3.1 shows the 
fabrication process. To fabricate the test wafers, first of all, a uniform layer of PECVD oxide was 
deposited on p-type silicon (100) (Fig 3.1-b). Then the oxide layer was annealed at 1100℃ 
temperature to make dense PECVD oxide layer (Fig 3.1-c). The thickness of oxide layer after 
annealing is 1. 5𝜇𝑚. This layer is a sacrificial layer. In-Situ Doped Polysilicon (ISDP) and Low-
Stress Nitride (LSN) layers are popular structural layers for the fabrication of MEMS structures. 
For this reason, we decided to use ISDP and LSN as a structural layer on our test wafers. ISDP 
.2!
film was deposited on six wafers, and LSN film was deposited on three wafers.  The thickness of 
the ISDP layer was 2 microns, and the thickness of LSN layer was 435 nm (Fig 3.1-d). 
 
                
                                                                                                             (d) 
 
 
                   




                      
                                   (b)                                                                       (f) 
 
 
                     
                                   (c)                                                                       (g) 
 
Figure 3. 1 Simplified fabrication process of cantilevers (a) Initial Silicon Substrate. (b) Deposition Plasma enhanced chemical 
vapour deposition (PECVD). (c) Annealing in 11004 in òÑ and grow an oxide layer. (d) Deposition of ISDP or LSN layer. (e) 
Mask alignment and using UV light to pattern structures. (f) Bombarding wafers with heavy ions (etching the surface layer by 
RIE). (g) Etch the sacrificial layer by DHF (10:1) or BOE. 
After deposition of the structural layer, the next step was the lithography. In this step, wafers 
were coated with positive photoresist and then exposed to i-line radiation on 5x stepper, ASML 
(Fig 3.1-e). After inspection of each wafer with a microscope, wafers were transferred to etch the 
structural layer with dry etching (Fig 3.1-f). After that, remaining photoresist must be removed. 
One of the techniques is wet resist stripping. In this technique, the remained photoresist is etched 
















by submerging the wafer in acetone. Wet resist striping cannot clean the photoresist completely, 
and acetone leaves residue on the surface of a wafer. Plasma stripping is more prevalent in the 
industry. Plasma striping is dry technique, and normally a specific device is designed for this 
purpose. As a result, for our test wafers we used the oxygen plasma stripping technique using 
ULVAC oxygen plasma tool.  
     For Micro-Ribbons Wafers another inspection followed, to confirm pattern’s conformity. The 
Figure bellow shows the micro-sized ribbons after lithography. The width of each ribbon is 




Figure 3.2 The micro ribbons after lithography. These ribbons are not released yet. 
 
     The mask Cantilevers Test Wafer is special. Fig. 3.3 shows the layout of mask for these 
wafers. The mask contains cantilevers with widths of 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 microns and various 
lengths from 30 to 600 microns. These cantilevers are suitable to test the stiction after wet 





              
 






















Figure 3. 3 The mask of Cantilever-wafer. This test wafer contains cantilevers with widths of 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 microns and 
various lengths from 30 to 600 microns. Each smaller die contains two rows of cantilevers. 
 
     Moreover, all wafers were inspected with an optical microscope. The last step in the 
fabrication of these wafers is wet etching to release the structures (Fig 4.1-g). However, for 
Micro-Ribbons Wafer because the ribbons are thin, it is really hard to confirm if the ribbons 
were released completely or not after wet etching of sacrificial layer. To check all ribbons were 
released completely, some cantilevers were designed in the mask of this wafer. These cantilevers 
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are placed beside each row of ribbons in each die. The width of these cantilevers is from 3.5 
microns to 6.5 microns. Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 shows these cantilevers. The purpose of these 
cantilevers is to make sure that the ribbons are released. After etching and releasing the ribbons, 
we observed the deflection on cantilevers with the width of 5 microns, using optical microscope. 
Since the cantilevers with 5 microns width were etched and released completely, then it is safe to 
assume that all sacrificial TEOS was removed and the ribbons with width of 3.2 micron were 




Figure 3.4 Cantilevers with widths between 3.5 and 6.5 microns are shown in this figure to check that ribbons released 
completely. Since the ribbons in Micro-Ribbons Wafer are thin, it was difficult to check them with a microscope. So, if cantilever 






Figure 3.5 The figure shows the Released Micro-Ribbons Wafer. This wafer has the ability to trap water beneath its ribbons and 
by this capability we can test the effect of IPA on drying. 
For Cantilevers wafers the main purpose for the fabrication of these test wafers is to test the 
stiction in cantilevers with different lengths and widths. For this purpose, the engineering mask 
has been used and for the structural layer ISDP was selected. Three Wafers were released with 
DHF, and one wafer was released with BOE. These two chemicals are the most common etchant 
for a sacrificial oxide layer. It is estimated that the cantilevers with the length below 150 microns 
are released with no stiction but by increasing the length of cantilevers, the probability of stiction 
increases. Figure 3.6 Shows cantilevers with the small length from 30 to 90 microns. Most of the 






Figure 3.6 The SEM image of released cantilevers with length between 30 to 90 microns. These Cantilevers are suitable to test 
the effect of IPA on stiction by trying different drying recipes.  
 
     Figure 3.7 shows the result for the case that the length of cantilevers is bigger than 150 
microns. In this figure, the length is between 150 and 200 microns. As it shown in the figure, all 




Figure 3.7 The SEM image of released cantilevers with length between 130 to 200 microns. Mostly all cantilevers with lengths 
higher than 150 microns, stick to the bottom or to the sides. 
     The process above was the brief description of the fabrication of test wafers. Three wafers 
with ISDP layer as a structural layer were etched with Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE) to test the 
effect of IPA on drying. 
 
3.3 – Measurement Devices     
 
3.3.1 – Nanometrics   
 
     Nanometrics is a 3D scanner device for pattern recognition and providing multiple Critical 
Dimensions (CD) on one measurement. This tool is able to detect repeatable critical dimensions 
/-!
of the most challenging within – die product structures, such as the etch depth of microstructures 





Figure 3.8 The figure shows the schematic of Nanometrics device. White light emits from the source. Mirrors and tube lenses 
lead the light into the surface of the sample. The polarizer increases the sensitivity of measured etch depth. Camera captures the 
reflected lights, and send the records to the computer to scan the position of the reflected light [29]. 
Normally, in this device, a visible wavelength emitted on the wafer surface and a camera 
captures the reflected light and send the records to the computer to scan the position of the 
reflected light [29]. A linearly polarized light is used to increase the sensitivity of the device. To 
measure the depth of any structure by computer, domain and frequency of the reflected light is 
analysed [29]. The software uses the numerical modeling to measure the diffraction of 
electromagnetic waves on periodic grating [30]. Among all kinds of modeling, Rigorous Coupled 
Wave Analysis (RCWA) method is the method that is used in Nanometrics device.  RCWA 








     As mentioned before in Nanometrics white light is used to measure the height of structures on 
the wafer surface. Figure below shows that the white light is emitted on the surface with periodic 
parts with 200 nm pitches. The left figure shows the two-dimension scan of the structure. The 
software calculates the intensity of each scan position z (vertical axis) and at each object-space 




Figure 3. 9 Left figure is an example of RCWA calculation by scanning the structure. Computer scans the intensity of reflected 
light and compares the difference of intensity and calculates the differences of height between edge and canter pixel along x 
direction. Right figure illustrates the similar structure that captured by electron microscope image [29]. 
 
 
     In this work, Nanometrics was used to define the height of released micro ribbons. Depending 
on a measurement recipe given to Nanometrics, the device can detect different amount of points 
inside the test wafer. In this work Nanometrics measured 17 points in each 200 mm diameter test 
wafer. Figure 3.3 shows the points that Nanometrics measures in this work. Nanometrics 
measures the height of the middle of each ribbon in comparison with the surface of the wafer. If 
the height of ribbon is higher than the height of surface the measurement is positive and if the 






                                           (a)                                                                        (b) 
 
Figure 3. 10 The figure shows Nanometrics measurement for our test wafers. a) The green points illustrate 17 spots that 
Nanometrics measured in each test wafer. b) The picture shows the released ribbons. Nanometrics measures the height of surface 
(red rectangular) and considers it as zero. The blue rectangular shows the exact position that Nanometrics measures the height of 
released ribbons. Nanometrics compare the height of blue rectangular with the height of the surface. 
 
 
3.3.2 – N & K  
 
     This device is used to measure the thickness of thin films. The Spectroscopic Reflectometry is 
the method that is used in this device for the metrology. N & K emits light and gets the data from 
the wavelength of the reflected light. Different wavelengths are used for different films. For 
example for organic films and metals, UV is used for measurement, or for polymer layers Far-
Infrared (FIR) wavelength is used [31]. The difference of the reflected wavelength between the 
thin film and the main substrate is the key point to measure the film thickness in this device [32]. 
Then, a computer analyses the data and based on the model extrapolates the thickness of the film 
[33]. During the measurement, N&K has no physical contact with a surface of a wafer; hence, 
there is no risk of destroying the thin film. It is understood that the photo-sensitive films will be 





Figure 3. 11 Thin film metrology tool (N & K) at C2MI Company [31]. 
 
     The main usage of this device in this study is to find the etch rate of each material in various 
etchant for wet etching. For example, to find the etch rate of silicon oxide in HF, single layer of 
oxide was grown on the surface of the silicon. Then, using N&K, the thickness of the oxide layer 
was measured. Furthermore, the wafer was submerged in HF tank for 10 minutes. Again the 
etched wafer is placed in N&K device and the thickness of the oxide layer is measured after 
etching. The difference of the thickness with respect to the time of etching, gives us the etch rate 
of oxide in HF.  
   
3.3.3 – Visible Range Automated Inspection (Rudolph) 
 
 
     Rudolph is the automated inspection device, which allows counting the defects on the surface 
of 200 mm wafer. Rudolph is capable of conducting the inspection on various types of wafers, 
e.g. silicon wafer, glass wafer, etc. [34]. The resolution of the device is between 0.05 and 10 
microns. Rudolph is used to detect any type of defects on wafers and also it is very useful to 
count the number of contaminants on the surface of wafers.  
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Figure 3. 12 Rudolph for defect inspection at C2MI Company [34]. 
 
     The main technology that is used in Rudolph to scan the wafer is Laser triangulation 
technology [35]. The technology is a line scan laser with the ability to collect hundreds of 3D 
data points along one scan line in a fraction of a second [40]. 
     In this work, Rudolph was used to detect and count numbers of defects on the test wafers with 
cantilevers. Rudolph scans the wafer with unreleased cantilevers and assumes that this scan 
shows the cantilevers with no defects, creating a golden die. Then after releasing the cantilevers, 
the test wafers were scanned again by the Rudolph. The device compares the released scanned 
picture with the picture of unreleased cantilevers. Rudolph considers any differences between 
these two pictures as a defect and counts the number of defects during the inspection. In our 
recipe the accuracy of Rudolph was 1 µm.  
 
3.3.4 – X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 
 
     X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is used to analyse the surface chemistry of a 
material. In this device the X-Ray beam is exposed on the sample’s surface and, simultaneously, 
the device measures the kinetic energy and the number of electrons that escape from the surface 
[36]. There is a photoelectron spectrum in the device to count the number of ejected electrons. 
By measuring the energy and intensity of the photoelectrons, XPS is able to detect the atoms, 
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which exist at the surface of a sample. To have more accurate result, all samples must be kept in 
high vacuum chamber inside XPS device. Figure below shows the schematic of this process. 
 
All the processes in this device could be summed up to the equation below: 
 EöõúAõúù = 	Eûü†°¢ −	E£õú§'õ$ −	W•                                              (1) 
 
where Ebinding is the binding energy of the electron, EX-ray is the energy of the X-ray photons, Ekinetic 
is the kinetic energy of the electron as measured by the analyzer, and Wf is the work function 
dependent on both the spectrometer and the material [37]. As it was defined in [38], the work 
function is an adjustable instrumental correction factor that accounts for the few eV of kinetic 
energy given up by the photoelectron as it becomes absorbed by the instrument's detector. The 
energy of the X-Ray is specific. XPS measures the kinetic energy of the emitted electron in the 
detector, and then calculates the binding energy. By finding the value of the binding energy, XPS 
is able to detect the atoms at the surface. 
     The device has the ability to focus and scan X-Ray beam. The X-Ray spot size can change 
from 7 to 300 microns [39]. XPS can detect 3 atomic layers at the surface (1 to 10 nm). In our 














Chapter 4 – The effect of IPA on drying 
 
4.1 – Aim of the chapter 
 
     This chapter represents Micro-Ribbons Wafers as well as the structure of the dies. The effect 
of IPA in drying, the Marangoni style drying, and its comparison with other drying process were 
investigated in this chapter. 
4.2 – The effect of IPA on drying 
 
     For this study it was required to have structures with ability to trap water in order to test the 
effect of IPA on drying. After several designs fabricated and tested on silicon wafer, micron size 
ribbons with cavities beneath them were found to be suitable for our experiments. These wafers 
that we refers to as Micro-Ribbons Wafers were described in the previous section. 
     The purpose of this experiment is to see the effect of IPA on drying. IPA is used in LuCID to 
decrease the surface tension of water to facilitate the water removal from the surface of the wafer 
as well as from the cavities under the ribbons, and also to create a Marangoni effect to dry the 




Figure 4. 1 Photo sample of Micro-Ribbons Wafer. The main purpose of this wafer is beneath these ribbons is a cavity to trap 
water. This capability gives us opportunity to test the effect of IPA on drying. 
 
      The mask of the wafer is designed for 200 millimeters diameter silicon wafer and includes 
ninety-six dies with ribbons in various lengths. However, the width of all ribbons in all dies is 
3.2 𝜇𝑚. As is shown in Figure 4.1, in the middle of each die, there is a row of ribbons, with the 
1.5 𝜇𝑚 deep cavity beneath. These cavities are able to give us the opportunity to trap water. 
Furthermore, by comparing the mass of the wafer before and after drying the wafer with LuCID, 
we are able to see the effect of LuCID in drying.  
     The first experiment was to find the effect of IPA on drying in comparison in the complete 
drying process. For this reason, we put three wafers with micro ribbon structures, one at the time, 
using the recipe with no drying sequence. In this recipe, which is called Recipe 1, there is no 
injection of IPA in LuCID Dryer and no flow of hot nitrogen. The purpose of this recipe is to 
find the average mass of wafer without drying conditions. Here, the weight of wafer will be the 




Table 4. 1 the weight of wafers with no drying sequences. In this test, there is no injection of IPA in LuCID Dryer, no flow of hot 










     For measuring the weight of wafers, it takes 5 minutes and 20 seconds to transfer each of 
them from the bench to the balance. Because of this delay, it is possible to have errors due to 
water evaporation during the transition time, but this is unavoidable. The average weight of these 
three wafers is 53.31722 gr, and this value is the average weight of wafers when there is no 
drying circle in wet etching. The average mass difference (before and after Recipe 1) is 1.35 mg 
that corresponds to the mass of the trapped water. 
     For the next step, we want to see the effect of complete drying sequences on drying wafers. 
As mentioned before, the full process of drying (Recipe 2) consists of the LuCID dryer with IPA 
injection, a hot flow of nitrogen for 15 minutes. For this step, we expect to have wafers with 
lower weight than Recipe 1 because there is a complete drying sequence.  
Table 4.2 shows the result of the second test. 
Table 4. 2 The weight of wafers after complete drying sequence. In this test, after the wafer is placed in a water container, the 
wafer was dried with injection of IPA and hot nitrogen flowed on the surface of wafer for 15 minutes and finally the wafers were 











 Wafer 1  Wafer 2  Wafer 3  
Weight of wafer before Recipe 1 (gr) 53.31592 53.31588 53.31582 
Weight of wafer after Recipe 1 (gr) 53.31738 53.31715 53.31713 
Difference of the mass (mg) 1.46 1.27 1.31 
 
Recipe 2 
 1 2 3 
Weight of wafer before Recipe 2 (gr) 53.31592 53.31588 53.31582 
Weight of wafer after Recipe 2 (gr) 53.31609 53.31591 53.31586 
Difference of the mass (mg) 0.17 0.03 0.04 
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The average weights of wafers in the Recipe 2 is 53.31595 gr and is less than the weights of 
wafers in the Recipe 1, as was expected.  The average mass difference (before and after Recipe 
2) is 0.08 mg. 
     This experiment was the most important step of the entire research. Significant efforts were 
put to design and fabrication of the appropriate test wafer with ability to trap detectable amount 
of water.  
     In conclusion, this experiment shows that the average mass of wafers after using Recipe 2 is 
1.27 mg less than mass of the ones after using Recipe 1. It means that these wafers can trap 
around 1.27 mg of water after using Recipe 1 in addition to the 0.08 mg of water that would be 
trapped anyway even if we use Recipe 2. The 1.27 mg difference corresponds to the effect of 
LuCID used in Recipe 2. Now we are able to find the effect of IPA injection (Marangoni style 
drying) and compare with the other steps of drying (hot flow of Nitrogen). 
4.3 -The effect of IPA injection in drying 
 
     In this step, we want to know the effect of Marangoni style drying in comparison with the 
whole drying process. For this purpose, a new recipe (Recipe 3) has been tried. In this recipe, 
wafers were again placed in the rinse tank and after that, they were placed in LuCID. In this 
recipe, there is an injection of IPA inside LuCID, but there is no hot nitrogen flow. By 
comparing the result of this recipe with Recipe 2, we are able to determine the effect of IPA 
injection (Marangoni style drying) in drying cycle. As mentioned before, there are two different 
types of IPA injections in LuCID dryer. At first, we tried Recipe 3 by changing the number of 
injections just during the slow drain time. Table 4.3 shows the result of drying the wafer by 
increasing the number of injections during this time. It is important to notice that, in the standard 
recipe, for Marangoni style drying, LuCID injects IPA four times during the slow drain time and 









Table 4. 3 The weight of the wafer after just Marangoni style drying. There are IPA injections just during the drain time. (4 times 
injection is the standard recipe for LuCID dryer). The middle column shows the weight wafer after dry the wafer by increasing 
the number of injection during the drain time. The right column compares the weight of the wafer with the test with no drying 
sequences. 
 
Number of Injection 
During the drain time 
Weight After Drying Cycle 
(gr) 
Difference Compared to 
Averaged Wafer Mass 
without the Drying Cycle 
(mg) 
2 times injection 53.31718 -0.04 
*4 times injection 53.31717 -0.05 
6 times injection 53.31719 -0.07 
8 times injection 53.31731 +0.09 
 
     Based on the information from Table 4.3 we may observe that the mass of wafer when there 
are IPA injections during the drain time is lower than the mass of wafer after no drying sequence. 
By increasing the number of injection during the drain time up to 8, the weight of wafer is lower 
than after the recipe with no drying cycle. However, in case of 8 times injections, the weight of 
wafer is increased compared to the cycle no drying. The reason for this unexpected weight 
increase might be due to the fact that, by increasing the number of injections during the drain 
time, more IPA sprays into the tank, and it causes increase in concentration of IPA on the surface 
of the wafer. Higher concentration of IPA cannot make a Marangoni effect on the surface of the 
water. For this reason, the weight of wafer is greater than the others.  
In the next step, we are looking to check the effect of IPA in LuCID Dryer when there are both 
types of injections – during the delay time as well as during slow drain time. 
     Table 4.4 illustrates the summary of the tests comprising injections during both the delay time 
and the slow drain time. The last column in Table 3.4 compares the weight of wafers from tests 
with no drying sequence. We should state that the maximum number of IPA injection in LuCID 
Dryer cannot exceed ten (10). Based on the results illustrated in table 4.4, IPA injections during 
delay time have a notably better effect on drying. The best outcome happens, when we have 
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three times injection during delay time and 4 times injection during the slow drain time. Again 
similarly to the result from Table 4.3, by increasing the number of injection during the slow drain 
time the weight of the wafer is getting higher. 
 
 
Table 4. 4 The weight of the wafer after just marangoni style drying. There are IPA injections both during the delay time and the 
drain time. The last column compares the weight of the wafer with the test with no drying sequences. It should be noted that the 















Mass without the 
Drying Cycle (mg) 
1 4 53.31697 -0.25 
2 4 53.31702 -0.20 
                3 4 53.31692 -0.30 
1 8 53.31711 -0.11 
3 7 53.31714 -0.08 
 
4.4 – Result and discussion 
 
     First of all, this experiment confirms that IPA has an effect on drying. The complete cycle of 
drying is able to decrease 1.27 mg of the weight of wafer in comparison with no drying cycle 
(the experiment in section 4.2) and the Marangoni style drying is responsible of 0.3 mg of this 
reduction (in the best result), which is 23% in comparison with the complete drying sequence.  
     Second of all, when there are both types of injections, the influence of IPA on drying is more 
efficient. Table 4.4 shows that when there are injections of IPA during the delay time, IPA is 
more effective (more capable of making a Marangoni effect) in comparison with injections only 
during the slow drain time. By increasing the number of IPA injection the effect of IPA 
decreases and it evident that we need to search the best recipe for LuCID in the case of the 
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numbers of IPA injections. This means that for the Marangoni style drying we cannot just inject 
IPA as much as possible. 
     By the result from this chapter, four different recipes (in the case of IPA injection) for drying 
were used in LuCID to compare the effect of IPA on drying and stiction. To avoid any 
confusion, we defined specific names for each recipe. These names will be used later in this 
thesis: 
 
1-    Standard Recipe: 0 time injection during the delay time + 4 times injection during the drain 
time. 
2-    1-Time Injection: 1 time injection during the delay time + 4 times injection during the drain 
time. 
3-    2-Times Injection: 2 times injection during the delay time + 4 times injection during the 
drain time. 
4-    3-Times Injection: 3 times injection during the delay time + 4 times injection during the 
drain time. 
5-    Double Recipe: 0 time injection during the delay time + 8 times injection during the drain 
time. 
 
     Standard recipe and Double recipe are able to give us an opportunity to see the effect of IPA 
injections during the slow drain time. In recipe 1-Time 2-Times and 3-Times Injection we are 
able to test the effect of IPA by increasing the number of injection during the delay time. 
     By the result from this chapter, 3-times Injection recipe gave us the best result for drying the 
wafer since the weight of the wafer after drying with this recipe was the lowest and it shows that 










Chapter 5 – Stiction test with Micro-
Ribbons Wafer 
 
5.1 – Aim of the chapter 
     In This chapter, the effect of IPA and Marangoni style drying on stiction was investigated. 
Micro-Ribbons Wafers with ISDP and LSN as the structural layer were released with the 
different etchant to find the best recipe for drying and stiction prevention. 
5.2 – Micro-Ribbons Wafer with ISDP Layer 
 
     After we worked on the effect of IPA on drying, we studied on effect of IPA on stiction, 
which is the primary purpose of this work. The first reason to work with Micro-Ribbons Wafer 
was the ability of this wafer to trap water beneath the ribbons. The second usage of this test 
wafer is to find the effect of IPA on stiction. After wet etching, there are still droplets of water 
beneath these ribbons (between ribbons and surface of the silicon wafer). The width of each 
ribbon is 3.2 µm and the gap between each ribbon and the surface of wafer is 1.5 µm (the size of 
the gap corresponds approximately to the thickness of sacrificial TEOS). These droplets of water 
are responsible for stiction of some of the ribbons to the bottom of the cavity. Figure 5.1 shows 
the released ribbons. There is stiction among ribbons in this figure. As it can be seen in Figure 
5.1, some ribbons are stuck to the bottom. We are looking to find a better parameters setup for 
LuCID to reduce the number of stuck ribbons. 
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                                      (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 5.1 a) Illustration of the die with some ribbons stuck to the bottom of the cavity after etching. b) The released ribbons 
with no stiction. Both pictures are taken after releasing and drying. But the stiction in part (a) implies that even after drying some 
droplets of water may remain beneath these ribbons. 
 
     For the first step, four Micro-Ribbons Wafers with ISDP as a structural layer were used. 
Three of these wafers were etched with Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE) and one of them with 
Diluted Hydrogen Fluoride (DHF 10:1). Then during the drying process, different numbers of 
IPA injections were tested to find the best result and recipe for Marangoni style drying. 
     Considering significant number of ribbons, tens of thousands, it is difficult to determine the 
number of stuck ribbons by microscope. Nanometrics metrology equipment was used for this 
purpose. Nanometrics was defined in chapter 3.  
     For the first test, Micro-Ribbons Wafer with ISDP layer as a structural layer was etched with 
BOE. For drying, the standard recipe for LuCID Dryer was used. After that the wafer was 
transferred to Nanometrics. As mentioned before, in Nanometrics, the intensity of reflected light 
is calculated to find the height of each of ribbon. Nanometrics measured seventeen points in each 
wafer. Table 5.1 shows the result after drying the wafer with the standard recipe in LuCID Dryer. 
The results are illustrated in two parts: 
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1-    Average height of ribbons: indicates the height of ribbons. A positive amount 
indicates that ribbons in average are above the wafer surface, elevated by tensile stress of 
the structural material, and the negative amount indicates that ribbons in average bend 
toward the bottom or stick to the bottom.  
2-    Max – Min height of ribbons: shows the difference between the highest and lowest 
height of ribbons in each measured position. 
     The situation that both average height of ribbons and the Max-Min height of ribbons are near 
zero is the most desirable one. This is an idealized outcome, which implies that all ribbons 
released perfectly and there is no bending or stiction between ribbons.  
 
Table 5. 1 Nanometrics result for Micro-Ribbons Wafer with ISDP structural layer for standard recipe (BOE as an etchant). a) In 
three points (green points) among 17 measured points, the average height of ribbons is negative. It means that ribbons mostly 
stick to the bottom in these regions. b) In exact three points (red points) the difference height of ribbons is large. In these three 
red points, some of the ribbons bend upward and some of them stick to the bottom of the cavity. In these points the difference 
between the max and min height of the ribbons in average is 2 ¶ß. 
 
 
                                                                             (a) 
 
                                                                             (b) 
 
     From Table 5.1, It can be seen that from 17 measured points just three of them (highlighted in 
green) stuck to the bottom and the others were released. Part (b) of the table shows that exactly 
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in these points (highlighted in red) the difference between the maximum and minimum height of 
ribbons is large, but in the other points all ribbons were released with the same height. It means 
that in highlighted red points ribbons do not release properly and most of them stick to the 
bottom.  
For the next test, another wafer was etched again with BOE and for drying step 3-time 
injection recipe was used. The reason for trying this recipe is because of the previous experiment 
in chapter 4. In that experiment when 3-Times injection recipe was used, the mass of wafer after 
drying was the lowest among all other recipes. Table 5.2 shows the result of the 3-Times
injection recipe from Nanometrics: 
Table 5. 2 Nanometrics result for Micro-Ribbons Wafer with ISDP structural layer for 3-Times injection recipe (BOE as an 
etchant). a) After drying with 3-Times injection recipe, in all 17 measured points there is no stiction. b) The difference of max-
min height of ribbons in all 17 points is low (in average 36nm). In this recipe IPA was injected for three times during the delay 
time. This test shows that injection during the delay time is very efficient. 
 
                                                                            (a) 
 
                                                                              (b) 
     Table 5.2 shows that when we inject IPA three times during the delay time, the result is better 
than the result from the standard recipe. All 17 points have positive height in average and the 
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difference between the maximum and the minimum height of ribbons is low. Three times 
injection allows an IPA vapour cloud to build to a sufficient density above the water. When the 
recipe has three IPA injections during the delay time, the density of IPA on top of the water is 
more efficient to reduce the surface tension of water and make the Marangoni flow. This density 
of IPA (:9||t8[)ä;=C®©B™®©+B=") can flow among the ribbons better to remove the water 
droplets beneath these ribbons. 
    For the third step, we want to see the effect of IPA injection during the drain time (during the 
time that water goes down). In this test, there is no density of IPA on the top of the water (no 
injection during the delay time), and there are 8 times IPA injections during the discharge of 
water from the chamber (Double Recipe). In this situation, more IPA would spray on the surface 
of wafer and water during the slow drain time. Similarly to both previous tests, the wafer is 
designed with ISDP structural layer, but the recipe for drying after wet etching has no injection 
during the delay time and 8 times injections after the delay time (twice the standard recipe). 
Table 5.3 shows the result of this experiment. 
Table 5. 3 Nanometrics result for Micro-Ribbons Wafer with ISDP structural layer for Double Recipe (BOE as an etchant). a) In 
seven points (green points) among 17 measured points, the average height of ribbons is negative. It means that ribbons mostly 
stick to the bottom in these regions. b) In 8 points (red and orange points) the difference height of ribbons is large. In four red 
points the difference between the max and min height of the ribbons in average is 1.1 micron. In four orange points the difference 
between the max and min is lower that the red points but still is high. This test shows that increasing injections during the rinse 
time increases stiction. 
                                                                            (a) 
 
                                                                            (b) 
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This time, the result from Double Recipe is not as good as the previous one. As it can be seen, 
the average heights of ribbons in 7 points measured are negative. It means that more ribbons are 
stuck to the bottom and also the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the height 
of ribbons in 8 measured points is high. This result implies that increasing the number of 
injection during the slow drain time is not as effective as during the delay time. This is exactly as 
same as the result of the experience in chapter 4.  
     Similar to the experiment from the last chapter, the best result comes from the recipe with 
three times injections during the delay time. Here, in chapter 5, the first test wafer that was dried 
with the standard recipe had stiction in three points among seventeen points (as shown in Table 
5.1). Afterwards, we tried to dry this released wafer again with the best drying recipe that we had 
found (3-Times injection recipe), to find out if we can release the three failure points or not. 
     For this purpose, the released test wafer was placed in the water tank for ten minutes and then 
it has been transferred to the LuCID with the 3-Times injection. Table 5.4 shows the result of 
this experiment. 
Table 5. 4 Nanometrics result for Micro-Ribbons Wafer. The first test wafer, which had been dried by standard recipe, was dried 
again with the best drying recipe that we found (3-time injection recipe). a) Three points that had had stiction in the first test, was 
released after drying with 3-time injection recipe. Unfortunately new point (green point) has stiction. b) In four points (red and 
orange points) the difference height of ribbons is large. In these points, some of the ribbons bend upward and some of them stick 
to the surface. 
 
                                                                            (a) 
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                                                                           (b) 
 
     By comparing the result of Table 5.1 with Table 5.4, three points that had stiction in Table 5.1 
released properly but one new point (the green one in Table 5.4) has a stiction. Also at four 
points in Table 5.4, the max-min height of ribbons has large difference. As the conclusion of this 
step, it shows that by drying the wafer with 3-Times injection recipe we, potentially, could 
unstick these three points.  
     Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) is another common etchant in MEMS technology. In our cleanroom, 
two types of HF with a different concentration were used for etching. Diluted HF 10:1 (DHF 
10:1) with lower concentration is popular etchant in wet etching. The fourth Micro-Ribbons 
Wafer was etched with DHF and was dried with the best recipe that we found (3-Times 
injection recipe). Table 5.5 shows the result after drying with this recipe. 
 
Table 5. 5 Nanometrics result for Micro-Ribbons Wafer with ISDP structural layer for 3-time injection recipe (DHF as an 
etchant). a) Stiction occurs in all 17 points. This result shows that IPA has a different effect on stiction by changing the etchant. 
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                                                                     (b) 
 
     The result of drying the test wafer after etching in DHF 10:1 are significantly worse compared 
to previous 3 tests, since all 17 measured points illustrated stiction. The result is totally different 
than the result from BOE. This test shows that IPA has a different effect on stiction by changing 
the etchant. 3-Times injection recipe gives us a good outcome after etching by BOE due to the 
stiction. We expect that this recipe will be good for DHF. But the result was not consistent with 
this statement. We also fabricated Micro-Ribbons test wafers with LSN structural layer. In the 
following section, we will discuss about these test wafers and their result. 
5.3 – Micro-Ribbons Wafer with LSN Layer 
 
 
     As mentioned before, two types of structural layer have been used to fabricate the Micro-
Ribbons wafer. In previous tests, discussed earlier, all test wafers had ISDP layer as a structural 
layer, and the sacrificial layer was etched by BOE and DHF. For the next step, we tried to release 
wafers with LSN as a structural layer using the same etchants, BOE and DHF. Unfortunately, as 
is shown in Table 5.6, in all seventeen points we had stiction. Standard Recipe, Double Recipe, 
and Recipe 3-Times injection have been tried and in all recipes the all measured points had 
stiction. The table below shows the result of the standard recipe. In all wafer with LSN as the 





Row 6 8 9 11 13 14 15 17
5 943 1069
7 954
9 1121 954 982 1219
11 973 966 1187





Table 5. 6 Nanometrics result for Micro-Ribbons wafer with LSN as the structural layer for the standard recipe. This is the result 
of just one wafer but in all other wafers with LSN as a structural layer, stiction had happened in all 17 points. 
 
 
     LSN layer is a transparent layer and because Nanometrics device uses light to measure the 
height of surfaces, taking the measurement with these wafers is very difficult. The main reason 
for the failure of releasing ribbons with LSN layer could be attributed to the thickness of LSN 
layer. As described before, the thickness of LSN is 435nm, which is so thin and sensitive, that 
after etching the oxide layer (sacrificial layer), the cavity beneath the ribbons is around 1.5 
microns and the stiction is inevitable. Figure 5.2 shows the picture of released ribbons with LSN 
layer on top: 
Figure 5. 2 Released Micro-Ribbons with LSN layer as a structural layer. The main reason for the failure of releasing ribbons 
with LSN layer is because of the thickness of LSN layer. LSN layer is so thin (435 nm). 







     One wafer also was etched with DHF and was dried with Recipe 3-time injection, and again 
the result was as same as the previous one. Stiction was registered in all measured points. 
5.4 – Result and discussion 
 
      As the conclusion of the Micro-Ribbons wafers experiment, two types of the structural layer 
with different recipes were dried. Wafers were etched with BOE and DHF as an etchant. For test 
wafers with LSN layer as a structural layer, four different types of drying recipes were tried. But 
stiction had occurred in all test wafers. 
     For the wafers with ISDP layer, the best recipe was 3-times injection recipe. With this recipe, 
there was no stiction in all 17 points. Increasing the number of injection during the drain time 
increases the number of stuck points but increasing the number of injection during the delay time 
decreases the number of stuck points. 
     This test also shows that different etchant needs a different type of recipe for drying. The 3-
time injection recipe was found the best recipe for BOE as an etchant but the outcome for DHF 
was entirely different.  
     This result encouraged us to find the best recipe for DHF and compare it with the best recipe 
for BOE. For the next step, we decided to test the stiction on test wafers with cantilevers in 





















Chapter 6 – Stiction test with 
Cantilevers Wafer 
 
6.1 – Aim of the chapter 
     In this chapter, the further studies on the effect of IPA and Marangoni style drying on stiction 
are presented. Engineered Cantilever Wafers (Cantilever-Wafer) with ISDP as the structural 
layer were released with different etchant to find the best recipe for drying due to the stiction. 
For the final Step, contaminant measurement was investigated to see if using LuCID increases 
the contamination. 
6.2 – Cantilevers wafer with ISDP layer   
 
6.2.2 – Stiction test with Cantilevers Wafer 
 
     In the last chapter (Micro-Ribbons Wafer) ribbon in all 17 points stick to the bottom of the 
cavity after releasing with DHF, and this result encouraged us to work more on this etchant. This 
time, we concentrate more on releasing wafer with DHF to find the best recipe for this etchant. 
For the beginning, wafers were released with DHF and by inspection with visible range device 
(Rudolph), which was described in chapter 3, the number of defects was measured after each 
drying recipe. When the released cantilevers moved from their original place even in nanometre 
dimension, Rudolph finds the cantilevers as a defect and counts a number of defects in this way.  
     For the first test, the structures were released with DHF and dried with the standard recipe. 
For the standard recipe, the number of defects was 1954. Because in the previous experiment, 
3-time injection recipe gave us the best result for BOE as an etchant, the second wafer was dried 
with this recipe. Again, exactly like the previous test in chapter 5, the number of defects was 
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increased after using 3-time injection recipe for DHF as an etchant. This time, the number of 
defects was 2593.  
In this experiment, the best result has come from the recipe with just one-time injection 
during the delay time and then four times injection during the rinse time (Recipe 1-time 
injection). The number of defects was 1148. When the number of injection during the delay time 
is two times (2-time injection), the number of defects increases to 2326. Figure 6.1 shows the 




Figure 6. 1 Total number of defects after releasing cantilevers with different type of recipe (Etchant DHF). 1-time injection 
recipe gives the lowest number of defects. 
As mentioned before, for releasing the cantilevers the etchant that has been used was DHF. 
For the next step in this experiment, one wafer was released with BOE, and was dried with the 
best recipe that had been found in the previous section (3-time injection recipe). This time, the 
number of defects decreased enormously. Figure 6.2, shows the result after etching the wafer 
34!
with BOE with 3-time injection recipe and compared its result with the best result of 1-time 




Figure 6. 2 Comparison of number of defect with different etchant and different type of recipe. This result shows that different 
type of etchant needs a different kind of recipe for drying. 
Figure 6.2 shows that different type of etchant needs a different kind of recipe for drying. This 
experiment implies that for BOE we need more concentration of IPA at the surface of the water 
than DHF. 
In all drying recipes, we concentrate more on the number of injection during the delay time. 
The first experiment it showed that, increasing the number of injection during the slow drain 
time does not have a significant effect on drying in comparison with the injection during the 
delay time. 
As described in chapter 2, during the rinse time water goes down with the speed of 1 mm/s 
and during this period, there are numbers of injection depending on a recipe. The diameter of our 
silicon wafer was 200 mm, and it contains rows of dies with structures location schematically 























Figure 6. 3 Rows of dies in Cantilevers Wafer. There are 15 rows of die in each wafer. In each row, there are numbers of dies. 
The Engineering test wafer contains 15 rows of dies and in each die, as described before, 
there are three columns of smaller dies that contain cantilevers with different width shown in 
Figure 6.4. 
The width of the cantilevers on top smaller die is 1.5 micron; the middle one is 2.5 micron, 




Figure 6. 4 Cantilevers with different widths. Inside each die there are three smaller dies. Each of these smaller die has 
cantilevers with various widths (1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 microns). 
This structure gives us an opportunity to inspect the wafer from the top to the bottom (exactly 
at the middle die) by microscope and see the effect of injection during the rinse time on stiction.  
For this purpose, we count the number of cantilevers not affected by stiction inside each 
smaller die using the microscope. Figure 6.5 shows the number of unaffected cantilevers from 
the top to the bottom of the wafer. 
Figure 6. 5 Number of unaffected cantilevers (drying with standard recipe) shown for 3 different cantilever widths of 
´ 7 á9 ¨;¶ß (Blue), ´ 7 Ñ9 ¨;¶ß (red) and ´ 7 Ü9 ¨;¶ß (Green). By microscope, the number of unaffected cantilevers was 
counted inside each smaller die from top to the bottom of a wafer. The highest number of unaffected cantilever for the standard 



























     In Figure 6.5, the number of the unaffected cantilevers for each die and each width 
corresponds to the cantilevers that do not stick to either bottom of the cavity or to the side among 
the total 58 cantilevers.  
     Figure 6.5 shows that the highest number of the unaffected cantilevers with the standard 
recipe is ten cantilevers. It means that using the standard recipe the highest lengths of the 
unaffected cantilever is 120 microns. Since the smallest cantilever in our test wafer is 30 microns 
so the length of tenth cantilever is 120 microns. 
     Taking to consideration that there are four injections during the slow drain time, we can 
divide the wafer from top to the bottom into four parts. So the first injection covers die from 
number 1 to number 4, the second injection covers from 4 to 8, and it continues till die 16.  
     By this definition Figure 6.5 implies that in the first injection during the slow drain time, the 
effect of IPA on drying is much higher than the effect of IPA during the later injections. This 
situation implies that the speed of slow drain is still too fast. It means that for the first injection, 
vaporized IPA can reach the surface properly from the tank’s lid to the surface of the water. 
However, the subsequent injections are not able to reach the surface perfectly and because of that 
starting at row of dies number 4 (Fig. 6.5), the numbers of unaffected cantilevers do not change 
specifically.  
      
6.3 – Contaminant measurement  
 
     For the last step, it is important to see how effective the LuCID Dryer in removal of all 
contaminants. For this purpose, XPS device was used to measure the number of contaminants. 
To do the contaminants measurement, three new silicon wafers, which we call them wafer 20, 22 
and 24 were used.  
     The first wafer (Wafer 20) was placed in LuCID Dryer and IPA was injected on its surface 
with the standard recipe. On the second wafer (Wafer 22) the layer of oxide was deposited on the 
surface of the wafer. This process is called Plasma Etching. In plasma etching the plasma 
oxidized the wafer surface, adding oxygen and masking the silicon substrate. Finally, for the last 
wafer (wafer 24), it was treated with the oxygen plasma (plasma etching) and then this wafer was 
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placed in LuCID Dryer. Again, in LuCID dryer, standard recipe has been used to inject IPA 
four times during the drain time. 
     From each wafer, three samples with the size of 70 × 70 mm were taken and placed in XPS 
device.  So the arrangement of samples is shown below. 
   -XPS analysis of 3 samples (from center area of 3 wafers): 
• Wafer 20 (IPA): three samples A, B and C 
• Wafer 22 (plasma + IPA): three samples A, B and C 
• Wafer 22 (plasma): three samples A, B and C 
     Normally, to check contaminants on wafer’s surface carbon, oxygen and silicon is very 
important. On each sample, a survey (200µm	spot) was done on 3 different sites and high-energy 
resolution spectra (C, O, Si) was done on another site. The Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the results 












Figure 6. 6 The result of XPS measurement on three wafers. 
 
Both samples with oxygen plasma on their surface, wafer 22 and 24, have similar surface 
composition and practically identical chemical states for carbon, silicon and oxygen. Injection 
IPA after plasma does not add more carbon or change the carbon species at the surface after 
plasma. 
     The unexpected situation happens when both samples with IPA injection, wafer 20 and 22, 




                                                                                                                        
            
                                 (a)                                                                                  (b) 
              
                                  (c)                                                                                    (d)  
Figure 6. 7 Atomic concentration of silicon on the surface of each sample. a) silicon, b) carbon, c) oxygen, d) fluorine. The 
charts show that LuCID does not add contaminants such as silicon, carbon and oxygen on the surface of each sample. However, 
fluorine has been found on the samples that IPA was injected on them. 
 
     This experiment shows that, LuCID Dryer does not add any contaminant, only the trace of 
fluorine has been seen at surface of wafer that IPA were sprayed on their surfaces. The problem 
may be because of the LuCID's tank. The tank of LuCID is made of poly-vinylidene difluoride 
(PVDF) with the chemical formula (𝐶"𝐻"𝐹")ú. It is possible IPA has an effect on this chemical 
structure and release fluorine on the surface of the wafer. This problem may be also due to the 




6.4 – Result and Discussion 
 
     In this study, Cantilevers Wafer with ISDP structural layer was used as a test wafer. In this 
chapter we concentrate more on releasing wafer with DHF to find the best recipe for this etchant. 
As the conclusion of Cantilevers Wafer experiment, in this test, the best result has come from the 
recipe with just one-time injection during the delay time (1-time injection recipe). 
     This test shows that different type of etchant needs a different kind of recipe for drying. This 
experiment implies that for BOE we need more concentration of IPA at the surface of the water 
than DHF. 
In addition, we speculate that the speed of a slow drain could be optimized to accommodate the 
effect of IPA injections. During the first injection, sprayed IPA can reach the surface of water 
properly, and because of that the number of cantilevers unaffected by stiction is around ten. 
However, after the first IPA injection and, supposedly, because the speed of draining water is 
elevated, during the second and following injections IPA cannot reach the surface of water 
properly. This could be a reason why the number of unaffected cantilevers is reduced to seven.  
      Furthermore, we found that LuCID is able to remove the contaminants perfectly but only the 




















Chapter 7 – Stiction Experiment 
7.1 – Aim of the chapter 
 
     The deflection, mechanical stability and adhesion of cantilevers are investigated in this 
chapter. The magnitude and the effect of both capillary force and intersolid adhesion in 
companion with experimental data for Polysilicon cantilevers are presented in this chapter. 
7.2 - Experimental result and discussion: 
 
     As it was described before the cantilever wafer contains cantilevers with different widths, 
lengths and gaps. This special test wafers give us an opportunity to test the equation 7 and 8 
introduced in chapter 1. The surface layer of these test wafers was Polysilicon. During the 
fabrication process, the oxide layer was sacrificially etched in a DHF (10:1) bath to release the 
beams, and the samples were rinsed thoroughly. The wafers from the rinse were hydrophobic due 
to the HF etch. After releasing the cantilevers, the detachment length (𝐿~) of the microstructures 
was detected under a microscope. By the method was described in section 1.9, 𝐿~ was plotted for 
each drying situation.  
For all calculation these values are necessary:  
• For hydrophobic Polysilicon layer: 𝛾X= 100 ±	60 𝑚𝐽𝑚ü" [21]. 
 
• The Young’s Modulus for LPCVD ISDP structural layer, n + type (phosphorous doped):  
E = 170 ±	10	𝐺𝑃𝑎 [40]. 
 
• The liquid surface tension of water 72.01 𝑚𝐽𝑚ü" at 25°𝐶 [24]. 
 




The first cantilever wafer was dried with pure water (no IPA). Fig. 7.1 shows a plot of the 







 for hydrophobic samples. The Slope of 
the line corresponds to the value of "u
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for pure water. 
Because we have the value of E (Young’s Modulus), we are able to calculate the value of 
P∂ BCD ST.  
;P∂ BCD ST = 29.587 mJm-2 and for pure water P∂ 7 >9[8;=∑ïü" ;} ;ST 7 88∏9?;Eì. 
Fig. 7.2 shows plot of the experimental detachment length, p~, as a function of the parameter 
Wx"h0Y
π
∫ for hydrophobic cantilever-beam samples. From (4), the slope of this curve is obtained 
setting Np = 1 and equal to 0uãIå
)+-
.  The observed value of Ld was independent of the beam 
width, w. As mentioned before the value of PX for hydrophobic surface is 100 ç;n[ mJïü" and 



















Figure 7. 2 Plot of the experimental detachment length, ¥µ, as a function of the parameter WÉÑÖÜY
á
â in pure water. 
The slope of our experimental result is 27.151. Therefore, the value of 
PX 7 889? =∑ïü" which agrees with previous works. 
The second sample wafer was dried with 3-Times injection Recipe. The concentration of IPA 
after 3 times injection is :9||t8[)ä;ïjebiñeb+iï". Fig 7.3 shows a plot of the detachment 







 for samples dried with 3-Times injection.  After 














































Fig. 7.4 shows plot of the experimental detachment length, p~, as a function of the parameter 
Wx"h0Y
π
∫ for samples is dried with 3-Times injection. According to the theoretical equation, PX












Figure 7. 4 Plot of the experimental detachment length, ¥µ, as a function of the parameter WÉÑÖÜY
á
â for 3-Times Injection. 
We expect that the value of PXdoes not change according to the theoretical equation. But the 
experimental result indicates that the value of PX decreases to 86.8 mJïü"  
This result is similar to the work has been done by O. Raccurt et al. In their work the value of PX
also has been changed for various liquids for drying (water, IPA, pentane). 
For the third step, we dried the samples with 2-Times Injection Recipe. The concentration of IPA 
on top of the water is ?9y>t8[)ä;ïjebiñeb+iï". Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 show a plot of the 



































for 2-Times IPA injection. 
Figure 7. 6 Plot of the experimental detachment length, ¥µ, as a function of the parameter WÉÑÖÜY
á
â for 2-Times IPA injection. 
After calculation, the value of P∂ BCD ST is 14.6 and PX is 59.4. 
Finally for the last step, we dried the samples with 1-Time Recipe. The concentration of IPA on 
top of the water is 89ynt8[)ä;ïjebiñeb+iï" . Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 show a plot of the 






















































for 1-Time IPA injection. 
Figure 7. 8 Plot of the experimental detachment length, ¥µ, as a function of the parameter WÉÑÖÜY
á
â for 1-Time IPA injection. 
After calculation, the value of P∂ BCD ST is 6.62 and PX is 26.1. All graphs were plotted together 








































for all types of drying. 
 
Figure 7. 10 Plot of the experimental detachment length, ¥µ, as a function of the parameter WÉÑÖÜY
á
â for all types of drying. 






















































Table 7. 1 Summary of information extracted from experimental results 
Water Slope (NEC)= 
33.615 
	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  = 29.587 	𝛾∂(ÇRÅªº) = 72.1	mJ𝑚ü" 𝜃T = 114.3	°𝐶 
Calculated surface 
tension 
 𝛾X = 117.3 
 




Slope (NEC) = 
36.283 
	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  = 21.8 50 < 𝛾∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª < 72 mJ𝑚ü" 108° < 𝜃T < 116°	 → 𝜃T~112° 
Calculated surface 
tension 
 𝛾X¬ = 86.8 




Slope (NEC) = 
40.113 
	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  = 14.6 50 < 𝛾∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª < 72 mJ𝑚ü" 102° < 𝜃T < 107°	 → 𝜃T~105° 
Calculated surface 
tension 
 𝛾X¬ = 59.4 




Slope (NEC) = 
48.876 
	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  = 6.62 50 < 𝛾∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª < 72 mJ𝑚ü" 95° < 𝜃T < 98°	 → 𝜃T~96.5° 
Calculated surface 
tension 
 𝛾X¬ =26.1 
 𝛾X¬~	 cos 𝜃T  Slope (NP) = 
39.53 
 
Table 7.1 shows that when IPA is mixed with water during the drying process, liquid surface 
tension is reduced. In LuCID the concentration of IPA in all different type of recipe is less than 
5%. Table 1.1 implies that when the concentration of IPA is less than 5%, the surface tension of 
the mixture is between 50 and 72 mJm-2 at 25°𝐶. So for all recipes that contains IPA injection, 
we assumed that 50 < 𝛾∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª < 72 mJm-2. 
As a result, it can be seen that: 
1- After having IPA injection, the value of 	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  is less than the value of 	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  
with pure water as predicted. 
2- By reducing the number of IPA injections, the value of 	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  is decreased. This 
situation shows the influence of contact angle. Although by having more IPA injection, 
liquid surface tension getting lower, the contact angles increases. Because of that the 
total value of 	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  is getting lower by decreasing the number of IPA injection 
(even less than the liquid surface tension of IPA). This result shows that the contact 
angle has an important role in stiction. 
3- The interesting phenomenon happens for solid surface tension 𝛾X during IPA injection. 
This value is not constant and by having IPA injection, the surface tension is getting 
5-!
lower than the value of PX for water and we call it P•¬. However, there is a relation 





Figure 7. 11 Calculated Solid surface tension versus the value of V√ƒ ≈∆  
The other important phenomenon is work of adhesion. As described earlier work of adhesion 
represents the work necessary to separate a drop from the solid surface. Work of adhesion 
depends on liquid surface tension and contact angle as is shown in equation below: 
dHë 7 ;PQ; 8 Z BCD ST  
 
     We assumed that liquid surface tension is the same for all three types of recipe (actually, PQ
reduces by increasing the number of injection but the total value of surface tension would be 
between 50 and 72 mJm-2). The calculated contact angle was illustrated in Table 7.1. In Table 























Table 7. 2 For each recipe the value of ;é¥ was assumed between 50 and 72 mJm-2. Contact angle was calculated in previous 
table. For each type of recipe, work of adhesion is calculated in the last column. 
Number of 
Injection 




Work of Adhesion 
W=∑ïü") 
3 IPA injection :[ \ P∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª \ >  
;P∂ = 61  
8[|E \ ST \ 88nE; } ST¡88>E dHë 7 ?|98: 
2 IPA injection :[ \ P∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª \ >  
;P∂ = 61  
8[>E \ ST \ 8[E; } ST¡8[:E dHë 7 ∏∏9∏  
1 IPA injection :[ \ P∂ ΩæøÅ¿ºª \ >  
;P∂ = 61  
y:E \ ST \ y|E; } ST¡yn9:E dHë 7 :∏98  
Table 7.2 shows that by increasing the number of IPA injection, WAB is decreasing. It means 
that when we have more concentration of IPA on the surface of water, separating water from a 
solid surface is easier. 
     In the last experiment we used two test wafers with the structures illustrated in the figure 
below to test the stiction for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 7. 12 Test wafer to test the stiction for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. 
The first test wafer was placed in Standard Cleaning 1 (SC1) Tank, which contains 1:1:5 
NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O solution and rinsed thoroughly to render the sample surface hydrophilic. 
The second sample was placed in DHF tank and rinsed. Hence, the second sample’s surface was 
hydrophobic. Then both samples were dried with LuCID and were transferred to Rudolph to 
determine the number of stuck structures. Two types of stiction was recognizable for Rudolph 
during an inspection: 
 
1.� Hinge stiction (Stiction in X and Y direction) 
2.� Bottom stiction (Stiction in Z direction) 
 







Table 7. 3 Stiction test for hydrophilic and hydrophobic samples. 
 
Sample 
Number of stiction 
to the bottom          
(Z stiction) 
Number of Hinge 
stiction                
(X-Y) stiction) 
1- Hydrophilic 892 2852 
2- Hydrophobic 16912 10320 
 
According to the table the hydrophilic sample has lower number of stiction in comparison with 
the hydrophobic surface. 
7.3 - Conclusion 
 
1. Using IPA during the drying process reduces the liquid surface tension. Therefore, in all 
recipes with IPA injection, the detachment lengths of cantilevers (the slope of plots) are 
higher than recipe with water. 
2. Injecting more IPA increases the value of 𝜃T. This situation implies that using mixture 
with more concentration of IPA makes the surface of wafer more hydrophobic. Because 
of that, when we use 3-Times Injection recipe the surface of sample is more hydrophobic 
and the result from table 2 (Work of Adhesion) seems to confirm this statement.  
3. Although by having 3 times IPA injection the surface layer is more hydrophobic, the 
measurement for detachment length shows the best result comes from 1-Time Injection. 
After 1-Time Injection, the value of 	𝛾∂ cos 𝜃T  and 𝛾X is the lowest. Therefore the 
detachment length of cantilevers has the highest value and number of stiction is the 
minimal. 
4. It is possible that the result from 1-Time Injection is related to the Marangoni effect. It 
means that by 1-Time Injection the Marangoni flow of the solution is higher than that of 
2 or 3-Times Injection. 
5. All results imply that if we want to just remove the droplet of water from the surface of a 
wafer, it is better to use more IPA during the drying process. However, for stiction, the 
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situation is more complicated. 1-Time injection shows the best result and having a less 
hydrophobic surface gives lesser number of structures affected by stiction. Using the 




















Chapter 8 – Conclusion, contribution, 
and future works 
 
8.1 – Summary of the thesis 
 
     In this research, we have investigated the effect of IPA in Marangoni style drying and stiction. 
For this purpose, we designed and fabricated two types of test wafers. One of the test wafers has 
micro ribbons, with a cavity beneath these ribbons. Micro-ribbons wafers give us the ability to 
see the effect of using IPA during a drying process. We understood that IPA is effective for 
drying as well as is essential to remove watermarks from the surface of wafer. We realized that 
increasing the number of IPA injection reduces the influence of Marangoni style drying. For this 
reason, we tried to find the best recipe for LuCID due to the number of IPA injection. We 
realized that IPA is more effective when it covers the surface of water before draining begins.  
     Another type of test wafer used in this research contains cantilevers with various widths and 
lengths. The main reason for fabrication of these tests wafers is to find out the effect of IPA on 
stiction. In these investigations we observed that, IPA has reduced the chance of stiction in the 
micro structures. Our studies show that the recipe of drying process (number of IPA injections) is 
very dependent on type of etchant used to release the micro structures. When the etchant was 
BOE, the concentration of IPA needed in the drying process should be larger than when we used 
DHF as an etchant.  
     Finally, in this research, we have investigated the role of various amount of IPA on the 
magnitude and the effect of both capillary forces and intersolid adhesion on stiction. The final 
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free or pinned state was calculated for cantilevers and this calculation was used to find the effect 
of IPA on stiction. 
8.2 – Suggestion for future works 
 
     This study shows that different chemical materials, as an etchant, need different concentration 
of IPA to avoid the stiction. The relation between the surface roughness and IPA due to the 
stiction would be an interesting subject to work in future. This study mostly focuses on ISDP as a 
structural layer for the test wafers. The other materials as structural layers, commonly used in the 
industry need to be investigated in future. 
     Instead of IPA, behaviour of other liquids (e.g. Acetone or Pantene) needs to be studied 
further. The final part of my work implies that using a solution of two liquids can change the 
surface tension of solid surface during a drying process. Therefore further work needs to be done 








In Situ Doped Polysilicon (ISDP) films are widely used is MEMS applications. Normally ISDP 
is P-doped film and the amount of dopant depends on the amount of phosphine during film 
deposition. The morphology and resistivity of ISDP layer is totally depends on temperature and 
pressure in the deposition chamber [41]. Normally ISDP has low resistivity, and after annealing 
the resistivity decreases further.  
The surface roughness of ISDP is low as well. After annealing the resistivity of film is 
decreasing to ∼ 1𝑚Ω-𝑐𝑚. This is a good advantage of ISDP to do subsequent processing step of 
MEMS fabrication on it. 
The most important characteristic of ISDP is its high flexibility of stress control. Depending on 
the film deposition conditions, the layer characteristic could be change from high tensile to slight 





Low Stress silicon Nitride (LSN) commonly is deposited by LPCVD and can be used as a 
structural layer for surface micromachining process. Normally the thickness of LSN is less than 
1.5 𝜇𝑚 because for more thickness it needs a long process time (high cost). In addition, if the 
thickness is large, the film under tensile stress will bend and even fracture [42]. At C2MI 
Company, the maximum LSN deposition is 500nm with ~200MPA tensile stress. 
The roughness of LSN layer is very low with no porosity on the surface of the film. Annealing 
LSN film increases the stress level slightly. However annealing in high temperature has severe 
effect of crystallographic dislocation [43]. The most important characteristic of LSN is its 
internal tensile stress and native nonporous morphology [42]. The film density is significantly 
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influenced by deposition condition. LSN is another structural material in MEMS fabrication, 




Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is an isotropic etchant. HF is widely used in manufacturing for various 
MEMS devices. In this work HF was used exclusively to etch silicon oxide layer as the 
sacrificial layer. HF was used to remove the oxide layer from silicon and leaving hydrophobic 
surface. The etch rate of HF depends on concentration of HF solution. We used Diluted  (10:1) 
HF to release cantilevers.  
Before etching it is important to calculate the etch rate of DHF. For this purpose a new silicon 
test wafer with thermally grown oxide layer was used. First of all a thickness of oxide layer 
before etching was measured with N&K tool. Then the sample was placed in DHF (10:1) tank 
for 10 minutes. Later the sample was transferred again into N&K tool to measure the thickness 
of oxide layer after etching. To calculate the etch rate, the difference of oxide’s thickness was 
calculated and was divided by the etch time. In our experiments, the etch rate of DHF (10:1) in 




Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE) or buffered HF is another chemical, which is used widely in 
microfabrication. BOE is a mixture of buffering agent such as ammonium fluoride (NH4F) and 
HF. BOE is mostly used to etch the oxide layer as a sacrificial layer. However, some oxides 
produce insoluble products which reduces the etch quality. 
To calculate the etch rate of BOE, we did the sane procedure like HF. The thickness of annealed 
oxide layer was measured before and after of etching by BOE. Then the difference of thickness 
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